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A. Wojnar

OPENING OF THE 656TH ACADEMIC YEAR
Maria Kantor

International Relations Office

T

“

Creativity, innovativeness, effectiveness and internationalisation have been challenges that face contemporary
higher education institutions and at the same time, have been
strong stimuli to concrete actions in research,’ Rector Nowak
emphasised speaking about research. He ended his speech by
expressing a conviction that all the ideas and undertakings of
the JU community in the new academic year would contribute
to the further development of the university. Then as the 305th
Rector of the Jagiellonian University declared the new 2019/2020
academic year open: Quod felix, faustum, fortunatumque sit.
Following the inaugural speech, the Rector’s Award
‘Jagiellonian Laurel’ and other JU distinctions were presented,
preceded by a speech of Prof. Stanisław Kistryn, Vice-Rector for
Research and Structural Funds. He stressed that the Jagiellonian
University was a leader of winning grants from the National
Research Centre: in 2018, JU scientists were awarded about 400
grants. Moreover, JU had 71 patent applications and was granted
43 patents. The Rector’s Award was given to Prof. Małgorzata
Barańska from the Faculty of Chemistry and Prof. Gabriel Nowak
from the Faculty of Pharmacy.

A. Wojnar

he 656th inauguration was held on 1 October 2019 and
fell on a special and important moment in the history
of the Jagiellonian University – the implementation of
its new statute prepared in accordance with the new Law on
Higher Education and Science (entered into force on 1 October
2018) and consequently, the introduction of new university
organs: University Council, Councils of Disciples (26 scientific
disciplines) and four Doctoral Schools. These milestones
determined to a considerable extent the speeches delivered
during the opening of the 2019/20 academic year.
In his inaugural speech, the JU Rector Prof. Wojciech Nowak
focused on the new statute of the Jagiellonian University that
came into force on 1 October 2019. The project of the statute
had been widely discussed and consulted within the whole
academic community. “It was an enormous effort that led to
a great, common success,” said the Rector. He also mentioned
several achievements on the international arena: the European
Universities initiative and the launching of the UNA Europa
Alliance, the participation in the prestigious Central Europe
Leuven Strategic Alliance, the considerable raise of JU in the
Academic Ranking of World Universities and the QS World
University Ranking as well as the ever increasing number
of foreign students at JU. Talking about new investments he
referred to the completion of the new University Hospital, the

reconstruction of a building on the second campus for the
Faculty of International and Political Studies, the reconstruction
of the palm house in the JU Botanical Garden, the establishment
of a Welcome Centre as well as new sports facilities and a student
hall of residence on the third campus.
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Exellence Initiative –
Research University
Maria Kantor
A. Wojnar

International Relations Office

The next part of the opening ceremony was the matriculation
conducted by the JU Vice-Rector for Educational Affairs Prof.
Armen Edigarian. He said that

“

Although the postulate of maximally practical education
has been suggested for many years, what is more important
in the fast changing world is thinking. The times that once
gained education is sufficient for a life are gone. Today the
world needs creative, thoughtful, flexible people as well as
socially responsible citizens. The Jagiellonian University
ensures such a versatile growth. Remembering our long
tradition, we have constantly made adjustments to meet the
challenges of the contemporary world. I am glad to welcome
a new generation of young people who want to relate their
lives to the Jagiellonian University. […] I hope that you will
eagerly face new challenges, and meeting them will bring you
satisfaction and success. I wish you endurance in studying,
courage in thinking and prudence in taking decisions.’
After his speech, 34 first year students swore an oath on
behalf of all their colleagues. Then the University Choirs sang
the university anthem Gaudeamus Igitur, followed by a speech
made by the President of the JU Student Government Marcelina
Kościołek. She stressed that that for the freshmen studying meant
a wonderful adventure when they could develop passions as well
as discover new chances and possibilities.
The last element of the inauguration was a lecture entitled
‘A technologist or still an artist’ delivered by Prof. Piotr Chłosta,
MD, from the Faculty of Medicine. He presented the history,
development, successes and challenges of urological surgery.
The inauguration ended with the national anthem sung by the
University Choirs.
It should be added that the inauguration followed the timehonoured tradition of the Jagiellonian University. The morning
Mass, which gathered the JU community, was celebrated in St
Anne’s Collegiate Church. Afterwards a procession of JU professors
in university gowns and guests was formed in Collegium Maius.
The first to march in the procession were scholars representing
the youngest faculty – the Faculty of Geography and Geology,
and the last was the JU Rector Prof. Wojciech Nowak. All the
professors, international guests and JU authorities marched to the
JU Auditorium Maximum where a solemn session of the Senate
took place. On its way, the procession stopped by the Liberty Oak
in front of Collegium Novum to lay a wreath under the plaque
commemorating the JU professors who had died in the Nazi
German and Soviet concentration camps during World War II.
In the afternoon, the JU Song and Dance Ensemble
‘Słowianki’ gave a concert, which gathered a wide audience in
Auditorium Maximum.
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he Jagiellonian University was designated a research
university within the first national contest Exellence
Initiative – Research University Programme launched
by the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education. The
purpose of the programme was to stimulate a small number
of Polish universities to become on a par with Europe’s best
research universities.
A research university can be defined as a university
committed to research as a central part of its mission and
characterised by the presence of pure and applied research,
research-led teaching, a breadth of academic disciplines, a
high proportion of postgraduate research programmes or an
international perspective.
The winners of the contest, which concerned 20 preselected universities, were made known by the Ministry on
30 October 2019. One of the ten winners is the Jagiellonian
University, which means that in 2020-2026 it will receive a
10% increase of its basic governmental grant. All of the twenty
universities had to provide a perspective on their performance
and compiled comprehensive sets of data on their activities
and resources, which were assessed by an international review
panel. Its chairman Prof. Lauritz B. Holm-Nielsen emphasised
that the panel had worked fully independently to conduct a
fair and orderly assessment of the pre-selected universities.
In its final note he said, ‘The international panel is highly
impressed by the ongoing reform process for Poland’s higher
education and research sector. Poland initiated with the new
law for universities an important positive process in higher
education. The universities now enjoy more autonomy than
before, which they can use for leveraging their governance
structures, to make them stronger and more effective. The
universities can now largely set their own course in the current
competitive international higher education landscape.’
The assessment report of the Jagiellonian University
reads that JU is ‘a leading university on the national level
and is already internationally visible and competitive
in some of its research areas. […] The JU strategy is
driven
by:
internationalisation,
interdisciplinarity,
integration and innovation. Under this umbrella, six major
objectives have been defined. All of them strongly build
on internationalisation and are suitable to enhance the
international significance of JU. The specific objectives
presented in the plan are adequate, convincing and
comprehensive. Each specific objective is linked to particular
actions to make its achievement possible. The additional
specific objectives show that JU has a vision on its relation
to society, which does not only consist of relationships with
the private sector. The research activities should prioritise
international projects and international fundraising as well
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as open access publications. Research co-operation should be
strengthened by partnerships with reputable international
research institutions. Moreover, the focus lies on enhanced
recruitment of young foreign scientists and expansion of
international education programmes.’
The international panel emphasised that JU gave a good
insight into its strategic objectives and actions, presenting the
university’s specific objectives, implementation and sustainable
actions, indicators and monitoring approaches in a very
convincing way. ‘The POBs are well chosen. Because of their high
interdisciplinarity, their international co-operation dimension
and the quality of the principal investigators, they have the
potential to compete at an international level and contribute to
the international knowledge in the respective fields. JU has an

Libraries Night

at

active student exchange already and selected the right actions to
further increase internationalisation in education. Finally, JU is
currently one of the few Polish universities with a strong research
orientation, and its potential to become a truly international
research intensive university is beyond doubt.’

“

Our participation in the ‘Excellence Initiative – Research
University’ has become an occasion to think over our strategy,
mainly in research, and also other elements of our mission.
We focus on complex, close international collaboration both
through direct contacts with research groups and multifaceted
forms of co-operation in universities networks and alliances
with Europe and the whole world, commented Prof. Stanisław
Kistryn, JU Vice-Rector for Research and Structural Funds.

Jagiellonian Library

Małgorzata Kusak

centres of live culture and education. It is hoped that after getting
to know libraries during these unique nights, readers will come
back on the following days.
The main event of this night in the Jagiellonian Library was
playing board games. Our beautiful, historic and huge Main
Reading Room turned into a game room, thanks to the support
of the firm Dragonus.pl, which had lent us about 300 games free
of charge, and of the Kraków Board Game Lovers Association
‘Gralicja,’ which brought over 100 games and also animated
the whole event by advising the participants which game to
play. ‘Gralicja’ organised a contest with ‘Polyglot Board Games’
awards, referring to the motto of this year’s edition: games based
on language, words, stories, etc. The age range of the participants
in this panel was very large: from five to about 70 years.
Another attraction dedicated to everyone from the age of
seven was the so-called ‘Invisible room’ referring to the Invisible
Exhibition. One of the halls was arranged into a study having a
bookcase, wardrobe, desk with a computer, flower pots on the
windowsill, armchairs, table and carpet, but no lights on. The
guides were two disabled people from the Centre for the Blind
and Visually Impaired in Kraków. Small groups of participants
were given walking sticks and blackout bands at the entrance and

Jagiellonian Library

S

Playing board games
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A. Osińska

S. Kotarski

aturday, 5 October 2019, 4 p.m. It began raining heavily,
showers of rain, and some doubt grew in our heads – would
anyone ever come on such a chilly and rainy afternoon?
We should not have worried. About 250 people came proving
that they were not afraid of such autumn weather. We were very
happy that the programme we had proposed turned out to be
attractive enough to take umbrellas, coats and knock at our
library door.
Libraries Night is a national cyclic event that popularises
readership and libraries. This year it was the fifth edition
entitled ‘Let’s find a common language.’
All types of libraries participate in the Libraries Nights,
bringing together users of all ages and professions, as in a
common house, where they can spend some time discovering
new things. The participating libraries take this opportunity to
surprise their visitors with unique offers.
It is a campaign that in an unconventional way encourages
the use of library resources as the most open and accessible
cultural institutions, common places connecting people, local

Workshop ‘make something from anything’
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with the help of the librarians they went inside the room and then
were asked to perform some seemingly simple tasks in complete
darkness.
At first, they had to walk around the room and learn about its
arrangement, then they were asked to perform certain actions,
e.g. to fold a blanket lying on the armchair and to put the blanket
in the wardrobe, to water one of the flowers (e.g. the fern), to pour
water into a mug and take it to the guide, find a pendrive in the
drawer and connect it to the computer. One of the tasks was to
write the initial of your name on the Braille machine; earlier the
participants had been told a brief instruction on how to type with
six keys. Finally, the lights were switched on and the participants
shared the experiences of moving around in complete darkness.
The ‘Invisible room’ made a great impression on everyone and
was very popular with the visitors.
The former entrance hall of the Jagiellonian Library
was changed into a family zone – here parents and children
participated in recycling workshops entitled ‘Makers of robots’
and a paper workshop ‘make something from anything.’ The
librarians had collected various recycling materials for a month:
boxes, cups, tea bag tags, yogurt and cheese covers, scraps of
materials, etc. Children were not only fully committed to find
appropriate recycling materials and make robots from them, but
also eagerly described their robots and gave them interesting
names. The robots included garbage trucks and air filtering
machines, robots designed for small tasks, such as collecting
pieces of chalk and storing coloured pencils or a tea robot serving
tea to those who are in a hurry to work, a food synthesizer that
produces food from bio-waste and the flower robot helping bees
or a mysterious humanoid robot as a human companion.
During the other workshops, children designed and made a
mug-toolbox for the desk and a twisted block of colourful notes.
The effects of their work were surprising; the mugs had different
decorations, e.g. the animal cups had ears, mouths and legs. We
were glad to see children so much involved in creating things that
they did not want to leave the hall.
As it was in the previous years, the calligraphic workshops
were popular with the visitors. They were entitled Common
language – common writing: texture, the writing of medieval
Europe. One of the librarians is a very talented calligrapher
who wonderfully reproduces and creates initials referring to
medieval manuscripts. Thus he could show his skills and prepare
interesting activities for the participants.
Traditionally, during the Libraries Night, there were guided
tours of the Library, including the Reprographics Department
and the Paper Clinic, as well as special collections: ‘Treasures
of Mexico’ and ‘The gold era of American bookbinding – book
bindings from the turn of the century.’ The librarians told
interesting stories about the exhibits shown.
Summing up, this year’s edition was very successful although
it was organised at the beginning of the academic year, which
is always seasoned with lots of events, trainings and all kinds
of activities. The autumn weather did not allow us to arrange
additional attractions in our garden.
The Librarians Nights have perfectly fit into the popularisation
and cultural activities of scientific libraries.
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University Hospital archive

NEW UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL OPENED

Maria Kantor

International Relations Office

T

he new University Hospital was opened on 29 October
2019. For the whole community of the Jagiellonian
University this new investment has been a source of great
satisfaction and pride.
“The hospital is a magnificent value for patients from
Kraków, the whole region and Poland. It is not only a medical
centre but also didactic facilities: to teach students as well as to
train doctors. It is a kind of a laboratory to gain experience, learn
new things from all kind of medical sciences,’ said the JU Rector
Prof. Wojciech Nowak, who himself is a surgeon.
‘For patients the new hospital means a qualitative leap in
providing medical services. Patients will gain access to unique
technologies that have not been unavailable in Poland. It also
means a huge improvement in the treatment conditions. The
whole building is air-conditioned, the patients’ rooms are only
doubles with bathrooms,’ added Marcin Jędrychowski, Director
of the University Hospital.
The opening ceremony gathered the Jagiellonian University
authorities, the authorities of the Province of Małopolska, the
Mayor of Kraków, MPs, the construction consortium and all
those who contributed to this large and complex undertaking.
The wards from the university clinics, including nephrology,
general surgery, infectious diseases and gastroenterology, will
be moved to the new premises in November and December.
The remaining wards will be moved by March 2020. It should
be stressed that the University Hospital will provide medical
services throughout its relocation.

6

At this point, let us outline this enormous and most
ambitious undertaking. For several decades the Jagiellonian
University made endeavours towards building a new hospital
that would consolidate the dispersed University’s clinics and
hospital in one complex, the first plans being made in the 1970s.
Without a modern infrastructure any further development of
medicine at the Jagiellonian University, boasting a 656-year old
tradition, would be made difficult, and even impossible in certain
areas. Therefore, a new investment in the district of Prokocim,
close to the JU Children’s Hospital, the Faculty of Pharmacy,
the Medical Library and halls of residence for medical students,
was considered as providing a stimulus to the development of
the JU Medical College. The erection began in 2015, when the
Jagiellonian University authorities laid a foundation stone for the
project of the new hospital. The construction of the University
Hospital was completed in April 2019.
The University Hospital has been the biggest hospital
investment in Poland and one of the biggest in Europe. The
modern constructional solutions make the infrastructure
of Kraków’s academic medicine meet the standards and
requirements of the 21st century, bringing benefits both to
patients and doctors, scientists and students as well as medical
personnel doing post-graduate specialist courses.
This has already been noticed in the recent ranking of 100 best
hospital cities created by the British company Medbelle. Kraków
is the only Polish city and the second from Eastern Europe
(Prague was ranked 99th) included in the ranking occupying the
98th place, scoring 52.3 out of total 100 points.
The ranking focuses on the overall hospital ecosystem in the
area. ‘The results celebrate those cities offering the best overall
medical care, as well as creating a benchmark for the rest of
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the world to understand how to better develop their medical
education, accessibility and infrastructure for a healthier
future,’ we can read about the methodology of the ranking.
The factors determining the best hospital cities were split into
three categories: infrastructure, quality of care and access, which
included research ranging from the quality of medical education
and the number of hospital beds, to the cancer survival rate and
the number of nurses, as well as the cost of medicine and the
prevalence of mental health specialists. Each factor was given a
score out of 100. Kraków scored 35.19 for infrastructure, 38.71
for quality care and 86.57 for access (www.medbelle.com/besthospital-cities-world). The city was valued for the medical
education provided by the Medical College of the Jagiellonian
University, which for many years has been regarded as the best
school for doctors and nurses in Poland.
The University Hospital, a complex of 109,685 square
metres, embraces 10 combined segments, 925 beds, 31 wards, 24
operating theatres, 27 specialist clinics for outpatients as well as
an emergency unit and didactic-administrative area, including a
lecture hall for 250 people, two halls for 40 people and seminar
halls in particular wards. The hospital fulfils strategic functions:
diagnostics (the most modern medical imaging apparatus),
treatment (based on the latest and innovative methods of
conservative treatment and surgery), didactics (educating
medical staff for southern and south-eastern Poland) and
research (multi-profile clinical research).
The new hospital has a number of modern and innovative
solutions that are fully functional, increasing the comfort of
medical personnel and patients. The air-conditioned complex
has been equipped with modern – based on wireless solutions –
systems of summoning patients and doctors (with the function of
their localisation), and a pneumatic tube system delivering drugs
or lab samples between wards, laboratories and pharmacy. The
integrated operational block includes two theatres adjusted to the
installations of surgical telemanipulators as well as two hybrid
operating rooms allowing simultaneous complicated operations
by interdisciplinary teams, which is not possible in conventional
operating theatres. Students can use functional lecture and
seminar halls, while academics have the possibility of conducting
advanced clinical research in modern infrastructure.
As for the technical infrastructure, the new hospital makes
use of green energy to heat water and provide electricity. All of the
systems (air-conditioning, electricity, heating, monitoring) are
controlled by the Building Management System. The functional
infrastructure includes a parking for 1,265 places.
Currently, the University Hospital employs over 4,500 people.
In 2018, it received over 80,000 patients and consulted over
half a million patients in its outpatient clinics.
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Centenary of Oriental Studies at JU
Maria Kantor

International Relations Office

T

A. Wojnar

M. Paluch

his year marks the Centenary of Oriental Studies at the
Jagiellonian University. On this occasion the JU Institute of
Oriental Studies has organised many significant events.
The first one was an exhibition ‘Oriental Treasures of the
Jagiellonian Library’ opened on 10 October 2019. It showed
several dozen hitherto non-displayed manuscripts and prints
related to the Near and Far East, especially Turkey, the Arab
countries, Iran, India, China and Japan.
In turn, on 14-16 October, an international conference
entitled ‘Languages and Civilisations. Oriental Studies in Kraków
1919–2019’ was held in Collegium Novum. It gathered scholars,
students and members of the diplomatic corps from the Middle
Eastern and Asian countries. The opening and welcome remarks
were given by Prof. Barbara Michalak-Pikulska, Head of the
Institute of Oriental Studies, Prof. Wojciech Nowak, JU Rector,
and Prof. Elżbieta Górska, Dean of the Faculty of Philology.
All of them stressed the importance of studying the languages,
cultures and politics of the Middle and Far East. Then a film on
the history and the present of the Institute of Oriental Studies was
shown, followed by an opening lecture delivered by Prof. Andrzej
Pisowicz, an expert in Iranian Studies.
During the three day conference, 60 scholars from around the
world discussed various issues related to the languages, literature,
history, art, religion, philosophy and culture of the Middle and
Far East. The topics of discussion were divided into five blocks:
Languages, Literature, History, Religion and Philosophy, Culture
and Art.
The first block focused among others on the popularity of
Esperanto in China and Japan; the influence of Russian on the
Chulym Turkic dialects; the Jesuits and the French Sinologists
in the 18th and 19th centuries; a Middle Azeri manuscript from
Uppsala University; the adaptation of loanwords in historical
non-standard Turkish; the achievements of Prof. Ananiasz
Zajączkowski (1903–1970); the concept of Hairyo from the

perspective of communication
and the pragmatics of politeness
in
contemporary
Japanese;
Arabic-French language contacts
in the Moroccan Digital Media’s
Discourse.
The block on literature included
discussions on Al Hakim’s The Return of the Spirit and Dickens’
A Tale of Two Cities; representation of women
in Early Republic
PROGRAM
Era Novels; ‘To lift up people’s hearts and enlighten their
minds’; the series of historical novels by
Ǧurǧī Zaydān
Conference
venue:and
Józef Ignacy Kraszewski; blasphemy
in
modern
Arabic
poetry:
Collegium Novum, 24 Gołębia
St., Cracow
NazīhʼAbūʼAfashandʼAdūnīs as a textual model; Shahnameh as
the original base for Iranian language and
Al-Imām2019
Nūr
14thculture,
–16th October
al-Dīn al-Sālimī (1286–1332/1869–1914) and Islamic Reform
in the Modern Identity Context; Z-zhūr ǝl-barriyyi ‘Flowers
of the mountain’: New literary texts in Lebanese: a philological
approach; Dying Body as an object in modern Hindi novels or
modern approaches to form and versification in the Japanese
tanka poetry.
Historical issues concerned the current development and
future prospect of the Taiwan Memory System of the National
Central Library; Muslim science in medieval and renaissance
Poland – hypothetical influences; Has the son outgrown his father?
The life and work of Jaʿfar Ibn Aḥmad an-Nāṣīrī as-Salawī (1893–
1980); the Talyshis and the Zazas: an imagined kinship or a Real
Alliance; Arab rulers and Russian authorities during the war of
1768–1774; the forgotten intellectuals: perceptions of Indian
history and politics in the first half of the twentieth century; the
Chronicle of Nikula al-Turk as a source on the history of the
campaign of Bonaparte in Syria in 1799 or emirs of Malikšāh and
their struggle for power over Syria in 1092–1098.
The debates on religion and philosophy included the Egyptian
religious elite and the French occupation authorities (1798–1801);
ontological ‘Exklusivismus’ versus ontological ‘Inklusivismus’
– the example of the Viśiṣṭādvaitavedānta; the question of
Chinafication of religion; Can the Vedic Doctrine of the creative

The exhibition ‘Oriental Treasures of the Jagiellonian Library’
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Welcoming Sheikh Sultan III in Collegium Novum
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sacrifice of Puruṣa enrich Christianity?; Reaching back to the
Qur’an’s Literary (Pre)history. Source text a the critical edition
wanted; Kitab Studies – a field of Oriental Studies in Poland;
civilisational concept of religion; axiosphere of the soul. Sadness
in the culture of Iran.
Finally, the block on culture and art was dedicated to the
Work of Youssef Chachine, Egyptian filmmaker; Arabic sources
for medieval magic tricks; the Turkish Alevis’ Cem ritual and the
question of sexuality; Arabic-Islamic self-treatment manuals as
sources for the history of medical culture of the pre-modern Near
East; yogic practice in the Anugītā; Genjimonogatari and the
Heian period painting and oriental coins in the collection of the
Numismatic Cabinet of the National Museum in Kraków.

A. Wojnar

Another special event was the visit of His Highness Sheikh
Dr Sultan bin Muhammad Al Qasimi, the ruler of the Emirate
of Sharjah in the United Arab Emirates, on 15 October 2019.
He visited the exhibition ‘Oriental Treasures of the Jagiellonian
Library’ and held a meeting with the JU Rector Prof. Wojciech
Nowak. They discussed collaboration between the Jagiellonian
University and the Emirate of Sharjah in the field of Arabic and
Islamic studies.
During a solemn session of the JU Senate, His Highness
Sheikh Dr Sultan bin Muhammad Al Qasimi was awarded with
the Plus ratio quam vis medal of the Jagiellonian University for
his achievements in the field of research and culture as well as
his role in building bridges between the Eastern and Western
civilisations.
The laudatory speech was delivered by Prof. Barbara MichalakPikulska who stressed Sheikh Sultan III’s scholarly achievements
in the history of the Persian Gulf, literature and theatre as well as
his dedication to promoting cultural and scholarly undertakings.
In his speech His Highness Sheikh Dr Sultan bin Muhammad
Al Qasimi thanked JU for this distinction. ‘I believe in the unity of
fundamental humanistic values, regardless of man’s geographical
location. I also believe in the mutual supplementation of
civilisations and in their development resulting from dialogue
based on understanding and acceptance of customs and
traditions of different cultures as well as supporting of what
unites us and overcoming what divides us.’ He also stressed the
relationships and co-operation between the JU Institute of Oriental
Studies and the University of Sharjah.

The beginnings of Oriental Studies at the Jagiellonian
University go back to the 19th century when the first Chair of
Languages of the East and Oriental Literature at the Faculty
of Philosophy was given to Prof. Wilhelm Münnich from
Göttingen. The study programme included teaching Hebrew,
Syriac, Chaldean, Turkish, Arabic, Persian and Ethiopian as
well as Oriental literature. However, the Chair existed only
in 1818-1827.
Further efforts aiming at continuing Oriental studies
were successful after World War I. On 1 July 2019, Prof.
Tadeusz Kowalski (1889-1948) became the head of the first
Chair of Oriental Philology in the Republic of Poland. He
held this position till 1948. He was one of the most versatile
Orientalists in Poland, expert in the languages and Muslim
culture of the Near East. His successor was Prof. Tadeusz
Lewicki (1906-1992), a historian, mediaevist and Arabist.
He introduced new courses to the programme of Oriental
Studies and created the Department of Numismatics.
The Institute of Oriental Philology (founded in 1972)
consisted of Arabic, Iranian and Turkish Departments. Its
next director was Prof. Andrzej Czapkiewicz (1924-1990), an
outstanding specialist in Arabic, linguist and dialectologist.
In 1987, he initiated a new specialisation: Japanese Philology.
Another scholar who had taught in the Institute was Prof.
Maria Kowalska (1919-2005), an expert in classical and
contemporary Arabic literature as well as Arab history and
geography.
The African Studies programme was initiated in 1945 by
Prof. Roman Stopa (1895-1995), an expert in Indoeuropean
linguistics and African studies, co-author of a Suahili-Polish
dictionary, followed by Prof. Andrzej Zaborski (1942-2014),
expert in Semitic and African languages. Turkish Studies
were developed by Prof. Włodzimierz Zajączkowski (19141982), Prof. Jan Ciopiński (1938-2012) and Prof. Marek
Stachowski (1957-). The Department of Iranian Studies
was directed by Prof. Franciszek Machalski (1904-1979).
Currently, apart from Persian there are courses of Kurdish,
Osetian, Old Armenian and Georgian. The beginnings of the
Department of Indian Studies go back to 1893, when the first
Chair of Sanskrit was created. One of its eminent scholars
was Prof. Helena Willman-Grabowska (1870-1957).
Finally, Japanese and Chinese Studies were developed
by Prof. Mikołaj Melanowicz (1935-) and Prof. Romuald
Huszcza (1950-).
Currently, the Institute of Oriental Studies conducts
research on languages, literatures, history and philosophy of
the Middle and Far East. It consists of the Chair in Arabic
Studies, the Chair in Turkish Studies, the Department
of Indian Studies, the Department of Iranian Studies,
the Department of Japanese and Sinology, the Section of
Interdisciplinary Eurasian Studies and the Section of Kurdish
Studies.
www.io.filg.uj.edu.pl

Sheikh Sultan III and W. Nowak
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Jagiellonian Library

ORIENTAL TREASURES
of the Jagiellonian Library

Ewa Siemieniec-Gołaś

Institute of Oriental Studies

O

ne of the events accompanying the Centenary of Oriental Studies at the
Jagiellonian University was an exhibition entitled Oriental Treasures of the
Jagiellonian Library organised on 11 October – 8 November 2019.
The Jagiellonian Library is one of the few Polish libraries which can boast a
particularly rich collection of prints and manuscripts devoted to the Orient, broadly
understood. The fact demonstrates a centuries-long interest in the East and is the
effect of establishing the Faculty of Oriental Studies at the Jagiellonian University –
the oldest Polish university. In 1919, Prof. Tadeusz Kowalski, Professor of Oriental
Studies, was appointed to chair the Department of Oriental Philology, the name
of which was changed to the College of Oriental Philology in 1921. In 1972, this
research unit received the status of institute – the Institute of Oriental Philology,
which eight years ago changed its name to the Oriental Studies Institute.
At first, the research and didactic interests of the Kraków Oriental Studies under
the leadership of Prof. Kowalski covered only the Middle East and languages taught
were Arabic, Persian and Turkish. In the 1970s, in the Institute of Oriental Studies,
the Indological Studies Unit opened to ensure a continuation of Indological studies
that had started as early as the nineteenth century at the Jagiellonian University.
Then, at the end of the nineteenth century and in the early years of the twentieth
century, new units were created to include research and studies devoted to Japan
and China.
The book collection of the Jagiellonian University devoted to eastern themes
includes not only printed texts (old prints and contemporary publications) but also
manuscripts acquired from individual collectors and researchers as well as various
Polish and foreign institutions. It is hard to estimate the total number of objects that
can be classified as the so-called Orientalia.
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(Introduction to the exhibition catalogue)

M. Paluch

The exhibition ‘Oriental Treasures of the Jagiellonian Library’
presents just several dozen objects representing individual areas
of specialisation of the Institute of Oriental Studies, one of them
being literary texts relating to the Middle East and the Far East:
Turkey, the Arab countries, Iran, India, China, and Japan.
Open to the world and other cultures, Polish society
was interested not only in its neighbours but also in the
distant cultures of the peoples of the East. Therefore, Polish
researchers, travellers, missionaries would reach far regions
and then report their travels in notes, journals, diaries, or
even elaborate treatises. Frequently, these expeditions and their
descriptions would become an inspiration for later research
studies.
Among the presented objects, both manuscripts and printed
texts, the exhibition presents literary works copies of the Quran,
dictionaries, prayer books, diaries, historical works, descriptions
of lands and various places, treaties, journals and maps.
The variety of themes and genres of the works shows the
unique versatility of interests in the Orient. The Jagiellonian
Library’s rich collection of Orientalia undoubtedly constitutes a
significant part of our national heritage.

Opening of the exhibition
On the right: E. Siemieniec-Gołaś, Z. Pietrzyk, B. Michalak-Pikulska

100th Anniversary Centenary
of the

Polish Mathematical Society

Maria Kantor

International Relations Office

A

meeting of mathematicians held at the Jagiellonian
University on 2 April 1919 led to the foundation
of Mathematical Society in Kraków, which was
transformed into the Polish Mathematical Society the following
year. Consequently, it gradually included mathematicians from
all over Poland.
In order to commemorate the 100th anniversary of this
founding meeting a congress of Polish Mathematicians was
organised on 3-7 September 2019. It gathered Polish and
international researchers and teachers of mathematics as well as
representatives of other circles related to mathematics. It brought
together those whose accomplishments had already earned them
their place in the history of Polish mathematics and those who
began their careers in the field. Lecturers and panel discussions
focused on the condition of mathematics and on directions
concerning developments in mathematics. The congress was
also an occasion to boost mathematics in Poland and present
mathematical ideas to a wider audience.
Of importance was the motive of the congress poster,
i.e. the Ulam spiral, also known as the prime spiral, showing
up to the number 100, and placed in such a way that the end
symbolises opening up to the future. The colour scheme refers to
the colours of JU and colours of Kraków (blue). The logo starts
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precisely where the spiral on the poster ends, and since 101 is a
prime number, it can be read as the first 100 years of the Polish
Mathematical Society.
There were a number
of events accompanying
the congress. On 5
September – 4 October, an
exhibition ‘Mathematics
on stamps’ was organised
in the Jagiellonian Library.
The rich collection of
stamps show the most
outstanding mathematicians
of all epochs, including
Pythagoras, Archimedes, Euler, Gauss or Fields, as well as
mathematical figures and theorems.
A number of cultural events were also planned: the showing
of the film ‘Banach – between spirit and matter,’ the exhibition
‘MACHINAE CALCULATORIAE – instruments supporting
measurement’ or music show ‘Mathematical Opera.’
On 6 September, urns with the soil from the graves of Marian
Rejewski, Jerzy Różycki and Henryk Zygalski, three young
Polish mathematicians and cryptologists who had cracked the
Enigma code, in the accompaniment of their families and Sir
Dermot Turing, the nephew of Alan Turing and author of the
book X Y & Z: The Real Story of How Enigma Was Broken, were
symbolically placed in the National Pantheon in St Peter and
Paul’s Church in Kraków.
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Dorota Maciejowska

International Relations Office

T

D. Maciejowska

he year 2019 marked the 31st Annual
EAIE Conference and Exhibition
in Helsinki, Finland. The motto
of the conference Encompassing all voices
was inspired by Finland’s inclusive and
fair education system. The event took
place on 24-27 September 2019 at the
Messukeskus Expo and Convention Centre.
It was attended by 6,200 higher education
professionals from 95 countries. It was one
of the largest professional events in Europe
embracing higher education institutions
worldwide. Also, numerous governmental
agencies, university service providers and
others were present at this conference.
Polish universities could not be missing
on the spot. This year 24 universities
took part in a joint mission of the Polish
National Agency for Academic Exchange
and Mobility (NAWA) called Ready, Study,
Go! Poland. The Conference of Rectors of
Academic Schools in Poland (CRASP) and
representatives of the Ministry of Science
and Higher Education were present as well.
The Polish delegation embraced nearly 60
people.
The Jagiellonian University was
represented by Prof. Adam Jelonek, JU
Rector’s Proxy for Internationalisation, Dr
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Izabela Zawiska, International Relations
Office and the undersigned, Head of the
JU IRO. During the conference we had the
chance to meet numerous partners as well as
contribute to the sessions and discussions.
They started on 24 September before
the official inauguration of the event, during
which the participants listened to the
speech delivered by Simon Anholt, author
of the Good Country Index. The Polish
stand organised by NAWA was officially
opened by Mr Marcin Tatarzyński, Chargé
d’affaires a.i. at the Embassy of the Republic
of Poland in Helsinki. As usual, the Polish
representatives discussed possibilities of
co-operation with foreign universities and
presented their offers to the participants.
The annual conference is always a
unique opportunity to meet people from
all over the world who have the same goals
and similar or different methods to achieve
them. Moreover, during these intensive
days we could learn about good practices
as well as discuss future joint projects and
programmes.
NAWA organised a session entitled
Joint or Double Degree Programmes: added
value for students and universities (with
the participation of DAAD and Diku
Norwegian Agency for International Cooperation and Quality Enhancement in
Higher Education). The special guest of the
session was Dr Tomasz Saryusz-Wolski,
Director of the International Training
Centre of Lodz University of Technology.
The session turned out to be very popular
with the EAIE participants, and so the
lecture hall was filled to the brim.
The Jagiellonian University held a joint
session entitled Student Journey Mapping.
Create Your Roadmap to Happier Students,
which arose great interest. It was conducted
by Boudewijn Grivik, Utrecht University,
Kirk Doyle, Australian Catholic University,

and me, representing JU. The aim of the
session was to provide participants with
the Student Journey Mapping instrument
created to help universities to keep up with
the increasing number of international
students and their raising expectations.
This exercise enabled the administrative
support services to map the opportunities
to improve the university services and
working processes. The participants worked
with the tool based on two cases provided
by the Australian Catholic University and
the Jagiellonian University. At the end of
the session, the participants had a first taste
of how the tool worked and were provided
with a format of the tool to take home and
use at their own institutions.
The outcomes of the JU attendance at
this EAIE conference can be summarised as
follows:

 Raised






visibility of the university at
international arena,
New ideas and proposals of joint initiatives
and co-operation,
Clarification of the goals of the new JU
internationalisation strategy,
Shared good practice and know-how with
international partners,
Broadened knowledge on trends in
internationalisation,
Strengthened friendships and individual
contacts with professional partners.

Finally, we are going to prepare a
workshop, together with our partners
from NAWA, ESN Poland, the Coimbra
Group and the Academic Co-operation
Association, for the next EAIE conference
which will take place in Barcelona in
September 2020. I have already submitted
a proposal of the title Prototyping nonstandard schemes of attracting international
students. Hopefully, this workshop will draw
a wide audience and prove to be very useful
to international officers.

D. Maciejowska

ENCOMPASSING
ALL VOICES

K. Doyle

Conference Conversation Starter
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IURA. THE LAWS of THE PAST

Maciej Mikuła

Faculty of Law and Administration

A

ccess to broadly understood
sources is crucial for conducting
studies in the humanities and
sciences. Therefore, the vast growth of
literature, archives and other types of online accessible sources, especially in the
form of digital libraries, scanned books
and archives, should come as no surprise.

IURA. THE LAWS OF THE PAST is a
project aimed at facilitating access to the
sources from the laws of the past as well as
providing tools to analyse the data included
there. The database created for the needs of
the project embraces various types of the
most commonly written, and unlimited in
space and chronology sources of the laws of
the past (www.iura.uj.edu.pl).
The units in the database are critically
developed and prepared source texts. Thus
readers are provided not only with the
wording of the source but also with necessary
explanations, such as biographies of people
mentioned in the text or explanations of
particular events. A critically developed text
contains, where possible, a photography of
the original source.
A legal act is not the only source from
the laws of the past. This concept is wider
and understood as a source of getting
familiar with the law. Consequently, the
database is comprised of various sources
of knowledge about the law, such as
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constitutions, sentences, pleadings, former
fragments of journals, agreements, last
wills, memoires, etc. To conclude, anything
that may describe the rich legal heritage.
The characteristic features of the
database include: an open formula
available in Polish and English. Due care
and attention have been paid to provide a
clear and logical order of the entries in the
database. The collections with sources are
ordered in terms of their subject matters,
time scope and territory. An example of the
collection ordered in terms of its chronology
and subject matter may be The 19th century
Penal Law in the 20th Century, whereas in
terms of the territory and chronology The
Austrian Law in the 19th Century.
The possibility to search through the
content of the materials is of particular
importance. Once the term is entered, the
search criteria include not only titles but
also tags (terms are tagged in Polish and
English), and, what is most important,
the source contents. The aim of the welldeveloped searching mechanism may be, for
example to display all entries with the word
last will as well as referring to the last will,
although this term was not included in the
source. As a result of the ongoing changes
and the evolution of orthography over the
centuries, it was necessary to implement
an alterations inclusion mechanism. When
typing, for instance the Latin word vel the
entries including the words vel and uel will
be displayed.

Another concern of the database
authors was to connect the entries with one
another. That is why, there are hyperlinks
from specific regulations of the legal acts
to collections of sentences passed on the
basis of the aforementioned regulations.
Moreover, if a specific text was analysed
in the scientific literature, it is possible to
include a link to studies published online.
As a consequence, the database will become
not only a collection of sources of the laws
from the past, but also a guidebook of
scientific literature on the legal heritage.
Tools necessary to analyse the sources
will be added gradually to the database. One
of them has already been included. It is used
to pointing out the differences in various
versions of texts automatically and might
come in handy especially in situations
when there are many versions of the same
text in various handwritten documents or
editions, e.g. a few translations of the same
legal act. It makes it possible to indicate
the differences between particular texts. It
might be possible to determine in any way
which text has been declared as the source
text on the basis of which the diferences will
be compared and pointed. The results of the
comparison, as well as the texts themselves,
may be downloaded as PDF files.
We would like to invite all interested
readers to use this systematically and
continuously growing database, as well as
to participate in its development (contact:
iura@uj.edu.pl; www.iura.uj.edu.pl)
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NEW VISITING PROFESSORS at JU
Carlos Panek Soares de Araujo
International Relations Office

T

14

B. Chmielowska

he new visiting professorships scheme, which started
at the Jagiellonian University on 1 January 2018, has
already embraced over 100 international lecturers
from such countries as Australia, Brazil, China, the Czech
Republic, France, Germany, Holland, Hungary, India, Ireland,
Lithuania, Morocco, Norway, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia,
South Korea, Ukraine, Russia, Thailand or the USA.
On 10 October 2019, on behalf of the JU authorities
Prof. Dorota Malec, Vice-Rector for University Development,
welcomed another group of visiting professors who would
conduct courses for JU students in the 2019/2020 academic
year. The other participants of the meeting were Prof. Adam
Jelonek, Rector’s Proxy for Internationalisation, and Prof. Piotr
Laidler, co-ordinator of the Visiting Professors’ Programme.
The international guests included: Prof. Roshini Sengupta,
Leiden University, the Netherlands, Prof. Evi Gkotzaridis,
American College of Greece, Greece, Prof. Jessie Pons, CERES
– Ruhr-University Bochum, Germany, Prof. Minoru Mizuhata,
Kobe University, Japan, Prof. Sharif al-Gayyar, Beni-Suef
University, Egypt, Prof. Natalia Kovtun, Krasnoyarsk State
Pedagogical University, Russia, Prof. Istvan Bitskey, University
of Debrecen, Hungary, and Prof. Larisa Petrova, Ekaterinburg
Academy of Contemporary Art, Russia. They are teaching at
the Faculty of International and Political Studies, the Faculty
of History, the Faculty of Philosophy, the Faculty of Philology
and the Faculty of Chemistry.
During the meeting, the hosts stressed the importance
of visiting professorship to the Jagiellonian University and
its policy of internationalisation. The programme aims at
enriching the academic community as well as its didactic
and research potential. It also enhances the quality of JU
teaching and research excellence. The guests shared their first
impressions and expectations related to their stay in Kraków.
In the afternoon, the visiting professors had the opportunity
to visit the JU vineyard Nad Dworskim Potokiem (On Manor
Brook), located in the JU Experimental Agricultural Unit
in Łazy (about 40 km from Kraków), called ‘Little Tuscany’
because of its countryside resembling the Italian region.
While showing our guests the vineyard its manager Adam
Kiszka talked about the history of the university vineyard
and winemaking. The guests tasted the internationally prizewinning university white, red and ice wine.
It is worth knowing that vineyards have existed in
Poland for several centuries. At present, it is hard to believe
the mediaeval chroniclers who wrote that Kraków was ‘a
beautiful city surrounded with vineyards.’
The Jagiellonian University vineyard refers to this
golden tradition, and has already witnessed spectacular
results.
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education in 19 countries, including China, Colombia, France, India, Indonesia, Iran, Ira
Mexico, Peru, Russia, Thailand, Ukraine and the USA.
Currently, the total number of registered agreements is ……….. including ……
agreements with ………. institutions from …. countries (………. agreements with Euro
Asia, …….. with North America, ……….. with South America, ……… with Africa a
East, and 3 with Australia) and ………….. Erasmus+ agreements with ……. universit
Staff mobility
countries (……….. KA 103 agreements
and….. KA 107 agreements).

JU INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION in 2018/19
Maria Kantor

International Relations Office

The International Relations Office administers all outgoings
of JU staff. In 2018, the number of outgoing visits was 6,224,
he JU international co-operation embraces staff, PhD
while the number of incoming visits was 4,760 (the numbers
mobility
candidates and student Staff
exchange,
participation in
do not embrace students). In 2019 (till 15 November), IRO
The International
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academic co- Relations
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It is worth noting that in 2018, within various exchange
programmes, the staff and student mobility included 617 people:
445 outgoings and 172 incomings, and embraced 53 countries.

2018
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The IRO’s officers have also been involved in various activities
of the following networks: The Guild of European ResearchIntensive Universities, the Utrecht Network, the Coimbra Group
and the UNA Europa Alliance.

Staﬀ exchange with JU partn
Mobility to 69 universi�es in 29 countries

ERASMUS+ staff mobility
For the last several years the Jagiellonian University has
been a leader among the Polish institutions of higher education
participating in the Erasmus+ Programme as for the number of
mobility participants, both outgoing and incoming. In 2017/18–
2018/19, JU realised exchange projects for which it received
5,101,165 euros.
In 2018, the exchange within KA 103 included 226 people:
148 for Staff Mobility for Teaching Assignments and 78 for
Staff Mobility for Training Assignments. The staff mobility with
partner countries (KA 107) embraced 30 people, including 20
academic teachers and 10 administrative officers, who visited 15
countries: Algeria, Belarus, China, Egypt, Georgia, India, Israel,
Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Morocco, Russia, Serbia, Ukraine and the
USA. We hosted 57 people from 16 countries.
It is worth noting that the JU IRO has been a partner in
the project Erasmus+ Realising the potential of the international
mobility of staff in higher education (REALISE), co-ordinated by
the University of Paul-Valéry Montpellier 3. The project aims at
promoting best practices concerning academic staff exchange and
its influence on their professional careers.

SYLFF
Within the Ryoichi Sasakawa Young Leaders Fellowship Fund
(SYLFF), the JU SYLFF team awarded five grants to outstanding
postgraduate students representing the following faculties:
Philosophy (2), History (1), International and Political Studies
(1), Law and Administration (1). The scholarship-holders will
pursue different programmes at the following universities abroad:
Australian National University, Ritsumeikan University, Indiana
University, the University of Colorado and the University of
Washington.

UTRECHT NETWORK
The Jagiellonian University has been involved in the Utrecht
Network (UN) since 1997. Currently, UN consists of 32 universities
from 27 countries. UN promotes staff and student mobility
through different possibilities of exchange, sharing good practice
and joint study programmes. Consequently, it has collaborated
with consortia in Australia (AEN–Australian European Network)
and the USA (MAUI–Mid-America Universities). In 2017, UN
launched collaboration with a Brazilian consortium – REARI-RJRede das Assessorias Internacionais das Instituições de Ensino
Superior do Rio de Janeiro.
In the 2018/19 academic year, JU has sent three students
to two universities in the USA: Columbia College Chicago and
Oklahoma State University.
Since 2015, IRO has been part of the UN Staff Mobility Task
Force aiming at increasing the quality of services for international
guests.
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University
at Buﬀalo
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E
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de São Paulo
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Visiting Professorship programme
The Jagiellonian University has a special budget to employ
visiting professors at its faculties. Visiting professors are obliged
to conduct 60 teaching hours per semester and examine students
at the end of each course.
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ner universi�es
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In 2018, ten JU faculties hosted 39 visiting professors who
conducted courses for students, while in 2019, the number
increased to 46 professors teaching at nine faculties. They
represented 18 countries, including Canada, Brazil, China, Egypt,
France, Germany, the Netherlands, India, Ireland, Morocco,
Russia and the USA. It is worth noting that JU faculties have
applied to host 42 visiting professors in 2020.
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SOUTH KOREA
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Source: IRO databases, 25.11.2019

a

(Oder)

Nagoya University
of Foreign Studies

Atma Jaya Catholic
University of Indonesia

In the 2019/2020 academic year the JU bilateral
staff and student exchange concerns 90 universities
in 45 countries (see the maps on pp. 17-19).
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Student exchange with JU partner universi�
Mobility to 70 universi�es in 28 countries
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Anna Tischner, Olena Roguska
Faculty of Law and Administration

I. Calboli lecturing
during the summer
programme

A. Tischner

T

 Dr Lavinia Brancusi, Institute of Legal Sciences of the Polish
Academy of Sciences (Poland),

 Dr Krzysztof Garstka, British Law Centre/University of
Cambridge (UK)

 Dr Magdalena Kolasa, European Patent Office (Munich,
Germany),

 Rafał Kłoczko, Chief Counsel, Business, IP & Privacy, CD
Projekt RED (Poland),

 Dr Żaneta Pacud, Institute of Legal Sciences of the Polish
Academy of Sciences (Poland),

 Martha Parra De Friedli, Legal Counsellor, World Intellectual
Property Organisation (Geneva, Switzerland),

 Asst. Prof. Rafał Sikorski, Adam Mickiewicz University in
Poznań (Poland),

 Pratyush Nath Upreti, LL.M., PhD Candidate, Sciences PO

Law School (France).
The academic programme was accompanied by social events,
e.g. a guided tour of the former Jewish quarter and concert of
Joachim Mencel in the Tempel Synagogue for foreign lecturers of
the Summer School, a gala dinner for the participants, lecturers,
sponsors and partners of the Summer School and a visit to the
University Museum of Collegium Maius.
The participants highly rated both the academic level of the
programme, its practical relevance and organisation. They also
highlighted the added value of participating in the programme,
i.e. new friendships and contacts with a broad international
group of students fascinated by intellectual property protection.
Many participants expressed their interest in participating in the
future editions of the School.
Finally, the participants enjoyed the Indian summer in
Kraków, which seems to be a perfect time and location for a
summer school.

A. Koprowski

he third edition of the Kraków Intellectual Property Law
Summer School, organised by the JU Faculty of Law and
Administration, took place at the Jagiellonian University
on 16-21 September 2019. The main topic of this year’s edition was
the problem of accumulation of protection in various regimes of
intellectual property rights (IPR Overlaps). The programme was
co-ordinated by Asst. Prof. Anna Tischner and Olena Roguska, a
PhD student at the Intellectual Property Law Chair, JU Faculty of
Law and Administration.
More than 80 participants from almost 30 countries took
part in the programme. They were predominantly from the
European Union, including Poland, as well as from Ukraine,
Georgia, Belarus, Switzerland, Iran, Moldova, Nepal, Russia,
Tunisia, the USA, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Egypt, Turkey, Japan
and Thailand.
The School was attended by students, post-graduate and PhD
students from various universities as well as young practitioners
(researchers, lawyers, legal advisers, trainees, etc.) who came
to Kraków to broaden their knowledge on intellectual property
law and gain practical skills. The partners of the Summer
School included the World Intellectual Property Organisation,
the European Patent Office, the Polish Patent Office and Barta
Kaliński Law Office.
The lectures and workshops were conducted by the following
outstanding lecturers:
 Prof. Irene Calboli, Texas A&M University School of Law;
Academic Fellow, School of Law, University of Geneva;
Visiting Professor, Hanken School of Economics, the keynote
speaker in the School,
 Prof. Lior Zemer, Harry Radzyner Law School (Israel),
 Prof. Peter Münch, Dr. Iur., ZHAW School of Management
and Law (Switzerland),
 Dr Henning Hartwig, lawyer, Bardehle Pagenberg (Germany),
 Dr Marcin Balicki, Jagiellonian University (Poland),
 Dr Iga Bałos, Andrzej Frycz Modrzewski Academy in Kraków
(Poland),
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Graduation at the Foreign Law Schools
Julianna Karaszkiewicz-Kobierzyńska

Centre for the Co-ordination of Foreign Law Schools

A. Dybowska

T

he graduation ceremonies in particular law programmes
taught at the Centre for the Co-ordination of Foreign
Law Schools of the Jagiellonian University took place in
June 2019.
On 22 June, 30 students of the 2018/2019 edition of the
French Law School and Master en Droit Privé received their
diplomas. This graduation ceremony was also a meeting of all
the alumni of the Law French Programmes conducted at the JU
Faculty of Law and Administration. In total, it gathered over 60
people.
This year’s graduation was also attended by the Consul
General of France in Kraków Frédéric de Touchet and four
professors from our partner university, the University of Orléans:
Pierre Serrand, Jacques Leroy, Frédéric Dournaux and Nicolas
Haupais. The guests were greeted by Prof. Jerzy Pisuliński, Dean
of the Faculty of Law and Administration. After the official part
of the ceremony, everybody was invited to the Larisch Palace
patio for a buffet, accompanied with the sounds of French music.

R. Kos, J. Pisuliński, L. Wortham, R. Ludwikowski
and the best students of the American Law School

The Catholic University Columbus School of Law. In turn, Dr.
Rafał Kos, partner at KKG Law Firm, presented awards to the
best students of the School funded by his law office. This year,
Iwo Jarosz was honoured as the best student of the programme.
Awards were also granted to Anna Janiec, Anna Zymuła, Marcin
Klisiak, Piotr Luberda and Anika Sitkowska. Brian Whitmore,

A. Dybowska

P. Serrand

OKSPO

Graduation of the American Law School

Another graduation ceremony was held at the School of
American Law on 25 June. Diplomas to 50 students were handed
by Prof. Jerzy Pisuliński. Special guests of the ceremony included
Amy Steinmann, Public Affairs Officer at the US Consulate
General in Kraków, Prof. Leah Wortham, Director and spiritus
movens of the School, as well as Prof. Rett Ludwikowski from

A. Dybowska

L. Wortham
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Director of Russian programmes at the Center for European
Policy Analysis delivered a truly interesting lecture entitled
‘Disinformation and the First Amendment.’
The last graduation within the framework of Foreign Law
Schools was held in the huge Józef Tischner Auditorium in
Collegium Witkowskiego. It gathered 102 graduates of several
law schools: Spanish Law School, Slovak Law School, Ukrainian
Law School, Austrian Law School and Japanese Law School.
The host of the graduation ceremony was Prof. Jerzy Pisuliński.
The solemn event was graced by the presence of Dr Tomàs
Kašaj, Consul General of the Slovak Republic in Kraków,
Khrystyna Dejnega, Vice Consul of Ukraine in Kraków, Andrzej
Tombiński, Honorary Consul General of the Republic of Austria
in Kraków, Prof. Krzysztof Ingarden, Honorary Consul General
of Japan in Kraków, and Fernando Martinez-Vara de Rey Irezàbal,
Director of the Cervantes Institute in Kraków.
We should also mention the presence of representatives of the
international universities that have been co-operating with our
Centre: Prof. Marek Števček, Rector of the Comenius University
in Bratislava, Asst. Prof. Jozef Vozar, Director of the Institute of
State and Law of the Slovak Academy of Sciences, Asst. Prof.
Nazar Stecyk, Vice-Dean of the Faculty of Law of the Ivan
Franko University in Lviv, Prof. Francisco Bombillar, University
of Granada, and Prof. Walter Rechberger, University of Vienna.
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Graduation in the J. Tischner Auditorium

Graduation of the Slovak Law School

Graduation of the Spanish Law School

The best graduates of the School of Slovak Law: Zbigniew
Kaleta, Jolanta Niedoba and Jakub Bojarczuk received awards
(paid internships) funded by the HB Reavis development
company and the V4 Legal law firm. Our outstanding students
also received scholarships for the Autumn School of Slovak Law.
In turn, Dorota Nowacka and Aleksander Płaza, the best
graduates of the School of Spanish Law, were granted a one year
Spanish course at the Cervantes Institute.
Last but not least, as the Jagiellonian University Centre of
the Co-ordination of Foreign Law Schools will celebrate its 20th
anniversary in June 2020, we are planning a series of international
events, including a reunion of all the graduates.
Detailed information can be found at http://okspo2020.eu/.

30 Years of academic collaboration since the fall of the Berlin Wall
COIMBRA Group symposium in Groningen
International Relations Office

O

n the occasion of 30 years of academic collaboration
since the fall of the Berlin Wall, the Academic Exchange
and Mobility Working Group of the Coimbra Group,
together with the authorities and academic staff of the University
of Groningen, organised a symposium on 8 November 2019.
It was a special time to reflect on the past, present and future
of international co-operation conducted between the Coimbra
Group partner institutions.
Since its establishment in 1985 the Coimbra Group has
undoubtedly been a driving force for co-operation between
numerous European universities. Eight Central and Eastern
European universities joined CG in 1989 and the early 90s
– the Jagiellonian University became a CG member in 1990.
Throughout that time a number of joint programmes, projects
and exchange schemes have been run. The most successful
examples of the CG endeavours were presented and discussed
during the symposium.
It gathered around 40 representatives of the CG universities
and was opened by Prof. Jouke de Vries, President of the
University of Groningen (UG). The extremely interesting keynote
entitled The Tragedy of Traditional Geopolitics – And what to do
about it? was delivered by Prof. Dr Jaap de Wilde, representative
of the Department of International Relations and International
Organisation at the UG Faculty of Arts. We also listened to talks
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about good examples of co-operation. The first one concerning
the relationships between the Alexandru Ioan Cuza University
of Iasi and the Western European countries was given by Ioana
Pastinaru, International Relations. A tradition of collaboration: a
story of the Faculty of History of the Vilnius University was the
next topic briefed by Prof. Loreta Skurvydaite, Vice-Dean for
Studies and International Co-operation of the Faculty of History
of Vilnius University.
In turn, The EMMC Euroculture as a Cultural Bridge and EyeOpener: Perspectives from Groningen and Kraków was presented
by Prof. Janny de Jong and Dr Marek Neuman from UG and
Dr Karolina Czerska-Shaw from the Jagiellonian University.
Harriet Klåvus, representative of the International Affairs of
Åbo Akademi University in Finland, referred to the beginning

D. Maciejowska

Dorota Maciejowska
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several issues related to our exchange and mobility: the
Brexit pendency, Erasmus+ KA107 development in the new
Erasmus+ Perspective, CG seminar entitled Mobility. Civicness.
Sustainability. Future Scenarios for the European City Campuses
planned for April 2020 or the development of the CG Student
Exchange.
The winter meeting of AEM will be held in Brussels on 23
January 2020 and followed by the Academic Co-operation
Association annual meeting What’s new in Brussels? As it will
focus on the Erasmus+ Programme, it should hopefully give a
fresh perspective on higher education and open up potentially
fruitful directions of collaboration between universities.
I. Krajewska

of the Coimbra Group, namely its objectives set up in the early
1990s to support the Central and Easters European countries in
developing their educational and research schemes with the CG
universities.
All these examples proved that transnational collaboration
among European partners have considerably contributed to the
development of professional and friendly relations between the
Coimbra Group universities and brought tangible benefits to all
the institutions involved.
Last, but by no means least, the symposium was preceded
by the autumn meeting of the Academic Exchange and Mobility
Working Group (AEM) held on 7 November. We discussed

Horizon Europe Weeks – a new JU initiative
Dorota Maciejowska

International Relations Office

I

n September 2019, the Jagiellonian University launched a new
initiative called Horizon Europe Weeks. It is an institutional
project aiming at strengthening research ties with our
strategic partner universities and developing stronger research
profile of JU in its international context.
As recently the Jagiellonian University was designated
a research university by the Ministry of Science and Higher
Education within Excellence Initiative – Research University,
the Horizon Europe Weeks perfectly fit the assumptions of the
Excellence Initiative and seems to be a good starting point for
Polish universities to successfully apply for the EU grants.
The Horizon Europe Weeks is the top-down idea conceived
by numerous JU researchers and supported by the JU authorities,
namely Prof. Stanisław Kistryn, Vice-Rector for Research
and Structural Funds, Prof. Adam Jelonek, Rector’s Proxy for
Internationalisation, as well as Prof. Paweł Laidler, Vice-Dean of
the Faculty of International Relations and Political Studies, and
co-ordinator of the new initiative.
The JU Horizon Europe Weeks programme is meant to be
a platform used to facilitate international research collaboration
and in consequence, to establish consortia to apply for all kinds
of prestigious international grants, including the EC Horizon
Europe. More precisely, each Horizon Europe Week is an
intensive 3-day workshop during which JU researchers and their

FEATURES

international partners work on proposals for research grants.
Each workshop gathers between 6 and 20 participants.
Foreign researchers can apply within a call announced once
a semester by the JU International Relations Office, which coordinates the initiative under the supervision of Prof. Laidler. JU
researchers submit topics of their research grants and invite partners
from European and non-European countries. Once the team is
composed, Prof. Laidler as well as representatives of IRO and the
Centre for Project Administrative Support meet the team leader to
organise a Horizon Week. It should be added that the Jagiellonian
University covers all costs of the researchers’ stay in Kraków.
The first round of the Horizon Europe Weeks started in
September 2019. Till December JU held eight meetings that
gathered 68 foreign participants. The research topics and JU coordinators were as follow:
 Migration and integration policies of the European countries
– new challenges, new opportunities, Prof. Monika Banaś,
Faculty of International and Political Studies,
 The rise of the anti-vaccination movement: discourse and
strategies. A comparative analysis, Dr Paulina Polak, Faculty of
Philosophy,
 Immune responses in pathophysiology of inflammatory heart
disorders, Prof. Przemysław Błyszczuk, Faculty of Medicine,
 Introducing emotion awareness and explainability into
intelligent assistive technology, Prof. Grzegorz Nalepa, Faculty
of Philosophy,
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 Prevention of biofilm-forming antibiotic-resistant bacterial University of Ljubljana, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore –
infections, Prof. Agnieszka Kyzioł, Faculty of Chemistry,
 Creating dementia friendly hospitals, Prof. Jakub Lickiewicz,
Faculty of Management and Social Communication,
 Traditional oral children’s folklore of the Polish-Slovak
borderlands, Prof. Kazimierz Sikora, Faculty of Polish Studies,
 Integration and optimization of best strategies to prevent
the domination of toxic cyanobacteria and to eliminate the
cyanotoxin occurrence, Prof. Dariusz Dziga, Faculty of
Biotechnology, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

We hosted partners from the following universities: University
of Warwick, KU Leuven, Universidad Complutense de Madrid,
University of Glasgow, University of Haifa, University of Pavia,
Mykolas Romeris University, University of Bologna, University
of Salamanca, Radboud University, University of Vienna,

Milano, Sofia University, University Alexandru Ioan Cuza of Iasi,
Utrecht University, Istanbul University-Cerrahpasa, Manchester
Metropolitan University, Bern University of Applied Sciences,
University of Zagreb, Center for Hellenic Studies, University of
Granada, West Virginia University, University Hospital of Zurich,
University of Lyon, Åbo Akademi University, University of Novi
Sad and Western Sydney University.
The Horizon Europa Weeks held in 2019 proved to be a great
success. Most of the meetings have resulted in working out topics of
research project proposals.
For the year 2020, the Jagiellonian University plans a next round
of 30 meetings; some of them will be a continuation of the previous
ones. It is hoped that our Horizon Europa Weeks will significantly
contribute to the internationalisation of our university and to the
development of the global research space.

BRAZILIAN PARTNER DAYS
A bridge to South America
BRAZIL
KRAKÓW
Promoting scientific dialogue between Brazil and Poland
International Relations Office

O

n 21-23 October 2019, the
Jagiellonian University hosted
delegations from several Brazilian
universities that had the opportunity to
get acquainted with the educational and
scientific offers of Polish universities,
mainly those based in Kraków.
The Brazilian Partner Days were an
event organised by the JU International
Relations Office with the assistance of the
JU Department of Portuguese Language.
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Meeting in the Rector’s Office

It brought to the former capital of Poland
representatives of four Brazilian public
universities: the Federal University of
Santa Catarina (UFSC), the University
of São Paulo (USP), São Paulo State
University (UNESP), the State University
of Ponta Grossa (UEPG) and the Federal
University of Triângulo Mineiro (UFTM).
The series of events within the Brazilian
Partner Days started with a meeting with
the JU Rector Prof. Wojciech Nowak, who
received His Excellency the Ambassador
of the Federative Republic of Brazil
to Poland, Mr Hadil Fontes da Rocha
Vianna. The other guests of the meeting

A. Wojnar

Carlos Panek Soares de Araujo

included Prof. Adam Jelonek, Rector’s
Representative for Internationalisation,
Prof. Jerzy Brzozowski, a specialist in the
Portuguese language and the Head of the
JU Camões Institute Chair, as well as the
undersigned. The talks concerned cooperation in various fields between our
countries and ways of its promotion.
The Brazilian delegation was invited
for a networking dinner with several JU
deans, scholars and directors representing
several disciplines, like International
Relations,
Portuguese
Language,
Biotechnology, Biochemistry, Polish
Culture.
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W. Nowak and H. Fontes da Rocha Vianna

A. Wojnar

A. Jelonek and C. Panek Soares de Araujo

Participants of the conference

of science, sharing experiences of her long
scientific and academic career in Brazil.
After the opening speeches there
were presentations concerning the Polish
and Brazilian higher education systems,
scholarships offered by the National Agency
for Academic Exchange (NAWA) and, most

The main event, a conference entitled
Brazil–Kraków. A bridge to South America,
was opened by Prof. Jelonek on 22
October. It was graced with the presence
of two special guests. The first one was
Ambassador Hadil Fontes da Rocha
Vianna, who during his speech mentioned

A. D. Panek

A. Wojnar

H. Fontes da
Rocha Vianna

the presence of the Polish Diaspora
in Brazil and the importance of their
members in the scientific development
of the country. Secondly, we hosted the
renowned Prof. Anita Dolly Panek, one
of the pioneers in teaching biochemistry
at the graduate level in Brazil and the
laureate of Brazil’s Medal of Scientific
Merit. She discussed the importance of
internationalisation in the development

FEATURES

importantly, the presentation of Polish and
Brazilian universities. The Polish institution
included the Jagiellonian University,
Cracow University of Technology, the AGH
University of Science and Technology,
the University of Agriculture in Kraków,
Cracow University of Economics, the
Silesian University of Technology and Lodz
University of Technology.

Of importance were the words of
Prof. Miguel Sanches Neto, a writer and
Rector of the State University of Ponta
Grossa. He said that he came from a poor
Brazilian family, that his grandparents
and parents were illiterate and he was the
first family member to graduate from a
university. He explained that his case was
not exceptional as numerous Brazilians
had suffered such a fate due to the difficult
situation in their country. Furthermore,
he stressed the importance of the Polish
community in Ponta Grossa (in the state
of Paraná). Prof. Sanches Neto declared
that he would create a scholarship fund
to support academic staff mobility with
Polish institutions of higher education.
The presentations and discussions
lasted from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. and
attracted dozens of academics and
authorities of various faculties and
institutes from the Jagiellonian University,
Brazilian students studying in Kraków as
well as other Brazilians living in Poland
who turned up in Kraków for this event.
The last days of the visit of the
Brazilian delegations included tours of
the campuses of three universities in
Kraków: the University of Technology,
the University of Economics and the
University of Pedagogy. Our Brazilian
guests had the chance to get to know a
wide circle of Polish academia as well as
the research areas and educational offers
of particular universities.
It is hoped that the Brazilian Partner
Days, the first event of this kind organised
at the Jagiellonian University, has been a
milestone in the scientific co-operation
between Brazilian and Polish universities.
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Carlos Panek Soares de Araujo
International Relations Office

M

presentation was followed by a vivid
discussion concerning the differences in
approaches to internationalisation. Later
on I went to the Polish Embassy in Nairobi
to meet the Polish consul. We talked
over various possibilities of academic cooperation between Poland and Kenya,
taking into account the present challenges
and opportunities. On the last day of my
training week I had the chance to see other
units at the University of Nairobi.
To sum up, my host at the University of
Nairobi provided me with a considerable
amount of knowledge of how the
main Kenyan university conducts its
internationalisation policy. As it was my
first visit to Africa, I tried to observe as
many characteristics of this continent
as possible. The geopolitical location of
Kenya and the importance of African
higher education institutions allowed me to
obtain a new perspective to understand the
internationalisation of tertiary education
and research.

C. Panek

y first individual training within
the Eramus + Programme was at
the University of Nairobi (UoN)
in Kenya in July 2019. The University of
Nairobi was once part of the University of
East Africa until its dissolution in 1970,
from which UoN was created as well as the
University of Dar Es Salaam (Tanzania)
and Makerere University (Uganda).
The influence of UoN for the education
of Kenyan elites can be seen as the three
first chancellors of the university were also
the three first presidents of the country,
starting with H. E. Mzee Jomo Kenyatta,
Kenya’s founding father and national hero.
Currently, UoN has ten campuses
spread throughout the whole country,
consisting of 35 faculties, schools,
institutes and centres, 15 extramural
centres and 84,000 students. The university
plays a major role in Kenya’s academic life
and economy.
Its international co-operation is
monitored by the Centre for International
Programmes and Links (CIPL) headed by
Prof. William Ogara. This centre was my
hosting unit.
My training started on Monday
with a meeting with Prof. Charles
Mulei (Deputy Director of the Graduate
School) followed by a meeting with Prof.
Ogara and a brief presentation of CIPL
and its activities. CIPL employs, apart
from Prof. Ogara, six full-time officers
and two interns; their duties are related
to all levels of internationalisation:
incoming international students as well

as international scientific co-operation
agreements.
The second day was dedicated to
discussing co-operation between the
Jagiellonian University and the University
of Nairobi. It happened so that during
my visit to Nairobi, the UoN Department
of Chemistry hosted Prof. Agnieszka
Węgrzyn from the JU Faculty of Chemistry,
whose aim was to reinforce the mutual
interest in developing research between
the universities. As a representative of
the JU International Relations Office I
accompanied Prof. Węgrzyn in meetings
with both CIPL and representatives of the
Board of the Graduate School. This round
of meetings showed that both universities
were very keen on boosting intensive
partnership.
Shadowing CIPL’s daily duties
continued on Wednesday. I was invited to
take part in a meeting with representatives
of the UoN International Students
Association. These encounters take part
periodically and aim at verifying the
activities of the association as well as
opportunities for the association to bring
up their concerns or requests on behalf of
international students.
The UoN International Students
Association represents the interests of
overseas students in the administrative
intra-university matters as well as
organising and promoting cultural events,
for example International Student Days.
The next day I made a presentation
on the internationalisation strategy
of the Jagiellonian University as well
as the structure and activities of the
JU International Relations Office. The
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C. Panek

My training week
at the UNIVERSITY of NAIROBI

The Fountain of Knowledge
on the main campus

NAWA educational fairs in Vietnam
International Relations Office

A

delegation of sixteen Polish
universities
joined
the
representatives of the National
Agency
for
Academic
Exchange
(NAWA) for a five-day promotional,
educational mission to Vietnam. I was
the only representative of the Jagiellonian
University. Vietnam, a country located in
Indochina, with a population of almost
100 million, is a potential target for Polish
higher education institutions to search for
young talented minds willing to pursue
their tertiary education in Poland.
Our visit started in the capital city
of Hanoi on 26 September 2019, where
the Polish delegates met representatives
from universities based in Hanoi. The
meeting was held at Hanoi University. It
had the character of round-table talks,
commencing with a brief presentation of
NAWA. Then representatives of the Polish
universities had the chance to introduce
themselves, followed by the presentations
of the Vietnamese institutions of higher
education. During the time of networking
we talked to our potential partners.
This busy day ended with a dinner at
the residence of the Polish Ambassador to
the Socialist Republic of Vietnam Barbara
Szymanowska, located next to the National
Assembly House Hanoi, new Vietnamese
Parliament building. The Ambassador
also invited Vietnamese students studying
the Polish language in Hanoi as well as
Vietnamese alumni of Polish universities.
The second day of our stay in Vietnam
commenced with a visit to the “PolishVietnamese Friendship High School,”
which had received 20 computer monitors

from the Polish Embassy in Vietnam,
and to the Group Adamed for didactic
purposes.
Later we visited Amsterdam High
School, one of the most prestigious
schools in the country, where we met the
schoolmaster and showed our educational
offers to encourage young Vietnamese to
add Poland as one of their destinations
to continue education. Finally, we went
to the VNU University of Economics and
Business, where we held meetings with
students.
On the last day of our stay in Hanoi, 28
September, we attended an educational fair
Study in Europe along with representatives
of other European countries. Each
institution had its own stand. The fair
gathered large numbers of Vietnamese
young people who wanted to get to
know different possibilities of studying at
European universities. We did our best to
show Poland as an attractive destination
for higher education.
In the afternoon, the Polish delegation
moved to the former capital of southern
Vietnam, Ho Chi Min City, known as
Saigon. There we participated in a similar
fair Study in Europe, this time in Vietnam’s
largest city and huge economic centre. The
fair was followed by round-table talks and
meetings in secondary schools in Ho Chi
Min City.
Our visit to Vietnam was very successful
thanks to the excellent organisation by the
National Agency for Academic Exchange
and thanks to the support of the Polish
diplomats in Vietnam, who accompanied
us in all of the events. It was evident for us
that it is worth seeking potential students
in such distant countries like Vietnam.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

NAWA

Carlos Panek Soares de Araujo
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Hanna Gemza

International Relations Office

T

he newly-created UNA Europa Alliance has taken further
steps towards building a European university of the
future. On 3-4 October 2019, a series of meetings was
held at the University of Edinburgh: General Assembly, Board
of Directors and Operational Leads as well as sessions on Data
Science and Artificial Intelligence and Mobility, attended by
representatives of all the partner universities. The Jagiellonian
University was represented by Prof. Stanisław Kistryn, ViceRector for Scientific Research and Structural Funds, Paweł
Błachno, Director of the Jagiellonian Centre of Innovation, the
UNA EUROPA coordinators: Prof. Bartosz Brożek, Vice-Dean of
the Faculty of Law and Administration, and the undersigned, as
well as Prof. Piotr Białas from the Faculty of Physics, Astronomy
and Applied Computer Science and Dr Izabela Zawiska from the
International Relations Office.
All the meetings focused on the kick-off stage of the
1EUROPE project, which had been granted 5 million euros of EU
funding. The project aims to create a new European University
ecosystem equipped to address the challenges of the future.
The first General Assembly of UNA Europa brought together
several dozen representatives from the partner universities. Of
importance was the announcement that a world leading research
university in Helsinki had joined the UNA Europa Alliance.
Thus currently, the Alliance consists of eight universities:
Freie Universität Berlin, Alma Mater Studiorum Università di
Bologna, the University of Edinburgh, Uniwersytet Jagielloński,
KU Leuven, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Université
Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne and the University of Helsinki. All of
them have considerably infleunced Europe’s intellectual tradition
for many centuries. Their shared heritage and ambitions to shape
Europe’s future are a driving force of the Alliance’s strategy.
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University of Helsinki is a committed Nordic partner
“whoThebrings
a new and strong Nordic and Arctic dimension to

UNA Europa’s diverse research, educational, linguistic and
cultural portfolio. Bringing complementary strengths to the
UNA Europa four focus areas, it makes us even better equipped
to address the challenges of the future, said Prof. Alessandra
Scagliarini, Vice-Rector of the University of Bologna and the
Chair of the UNA Europa Board of Directors.
In turn, Prof. Hanna Snellman, Vice-Rector of the University
of Helsinki, stated,

is a really significant step for the University of Helsinki.
“We This
are building an entirely new kind of strategic partnership
with our European partners. The UNA Europa’s four focus areas
Data Science and AI; Cultural Heritage; European Studies and
Sustainability will bring complementarity and further boost the
grand challenges highlighted in our strategic plan. In essence,
this increases our impact in solving societal challenges and
increases our chances of attracting competitive funding.

By joining the UNA Europa Alliance, the University of
Helsinki will contribute to the 1EUROPE project from its early
stages, i.e. in putting forward new concepts for international
education, learning and research. The University of Helsinki is
world-renowned for its research in university pedagogy and has
significant hubs of creativity for blended and online learning,
thereby bringing innovative insights and tools into UNA Europa,
concluded Emily Palmer, Secretary-General of UNA Europa.
Finally, yet importantly, a PhD student workshop ‘Climate
change: from perception to action’ will be held in Paris on 1820 December 2019. During the next meeting of UNA Europa in
Brussels in January 2020, the 1EUROPE project will be officially
launched.
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UNA Europa

Building a European university of the future
University of Helsinki joins UNA Europa

Aleksandra Szklarzewicz
International Students Office
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at the University of Granada

On the following day, we were first invited to a guided tour
of the UGR Rectorate and library, which was a valuable occasion
to learn more about the history and traditions of the University
of Granada.
During the next session we continued reviewing the student
capsule templates. It was decided that the content developers
would receive feedback to their capsules by 10 November 2019.
Furthermore, the participants were provided with a detailed
timeline of the development of the capsules. Another a session
concerned the Community of Practice and was led by Kate
Jennings. We agreed that there would be one community that
would be divided into sections and the users could browse
content by using tags.
In the evening we were invited to dinner held in the University
Guest House. The event was a great opportunity to socialise and
admire the view of the Alhambra.
The last day of the Transnational Meeting 3 commenced
with a session on the development of the handbook, led by the
University of Pavia. The aim of the meeting was to discuss the
expectations about the handbook each university had in order to
establish a common ground.
Finally, we took part in sessions concerning the International
Staff Week 2 to be held in Granada and the upcoming
Transnational Meeting 4 in Amsterdam in February 2020. In the
course of the meeting, we managed to establish the final dates of
the upcoming events and the key issues that should be tackled.

A. Hołub-Palonka

he Transnational Meeting 3 (TM3) of the DigiPass
Consortium was held at the University of Granada on
29-31 October 2019. It was attended by four content
developers from the Jagiellonian University: Monika Butryn
and the undersigned (International Students Office) as well as
Adriana Hołub-Palonka and Carlos Panek Soares de Araujo
(International Relations Office).
The main aim of the Transnational Meeting 3 was to further
the development of student capsules and to establish a common
framework for the Staff Toolkit. The meeting was attended
by representatives of all member institutions of the DigiPass
Consortium: the University of Edinburgh, the University of
Amsterdam, the University College Dublin, the University of
Pavia and the University of Granada.
The first day of the Transnational Meeting 3 started with a
warm welcome given by Prof. Begoña del Pino, UGR Rector’s
Delegate for Digitalisation. Then Ignacio Blanco, Director of
the International Strategy, provided important information
regarding the schedule of the meetings. The first part of the day
was devoted to a session on the Community of Practice and
Staff Toolkit Overview. The session was led by Kate Jennings,
a representative of the University of Amsterdam. During the
session it was decided that Staff Toolkit would not be divided
according to the student mobility life-cycle, but rather organised
into the following five thematic groups: culture, marketing and
communication, health and wellbeing, finance and ICT tools.
It was agreed that the Staff Toolkit would be open to anyone
and accessing it would only require an online registration; each
thematic group within the Toolkit would be led by a designated
leader. In the course of the meeting these leaders were chosen.
Another session on ICT tools in the Community of Practice
and Staff Toolkit was led by a delegate of UGR. We resolved that
it would be up to the working group to decide in which platform
the Community of Practice would operate.
The final session held on Tuesday was devoted to the review
of student capsule templates. The delegates were divided into
groups, and each group analysed a different set of capsules. The
aim of the session was to provide feedback to content developers
regarding improvements or changes that could be implemented
to the capsule and to check whether the activities included in
capsules would enable the participants to achieve the expected
learning outcomes.

DIGIPASS

A. Hołub-Palonka
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You Don’t Know How Lucky You Are Boy,
Back in What Was the U.S.S.R.

R.Shindler

From an ex-native speaker

Lenin, Beethoven, and me in 1984

Ramon Shindler

Institute of English Philology

I

f we offer you a post, where would you like to go?
Anywhere but Yerevan.
It is 1983. I am in London at a British Council
interview for a post teaching English in the Soviet Union.
There are many reasons why I want to go there. My
grandparents were from that part of the world, although
left before 1917. Nobody in Britain really knows what life
there is like. Only that it is terrible. And I want to learn
Russian.
My reasons for not wanting to go to Yerevan stem from
a poster. Years earlier I am in Liverpool and studying to
become a language teacher. I am living in a flat with high
white walls. I want something to decorate them. So I go to
some embassies in London, tell them I am a teacher, and ask
for some posters. I get lots. Including some of the Soviet
Union. I cover the walls. My room looks like a travel agency.
On the wall opposite my bed is a poster for Yerevan, capital
of Soviet Armenia. It depicts a block of flats on a rather
overcast day. I see that poster every morning when I wake
up. ‘Who would want to go there?,’ I remember thinking to
myself on many an occasion.
I pass the interview and am offered the post teaching
at Yerevan State University. Is it because I asked not to
go there? I’ll never know.
On 2nd September 1983 I land at Sheremetyevo
airport in Moscow, the gateway to the Soviet Union. It is
a day after the Soviet armed forces shoot down a Korean
airliner over Kamchatka. Before leaving London airport, I
buy a copy of every British newspaper, thinking they might
come in handy for teaching. All of the front pages carry
the story about the plane. The Sun leads with the headline
‘Mid-air Murder by Reds.’ The customs official looks long
and hard at it and lets me keep it.
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Had I been sent to Russia, Ukraine or other parts of
the U.S.S.R to teach I would probably have been allocated
a room in a hostel, on the 12th floor, with other foreign
teachers and students. There would have also been a couple
of English-speaking Soviet citizens to keep an eye on us. In
Yerevan I have my own flat and telephone. My neighbours
are an Armenian family who invite me in for dinner. The
mother speaks some French and the school-age daughter
some English. My Russian at this point leaves a lot to be
desired. We communicate quite successfully. One of the
things I ask is what I should do with my rubbish. They say
that they will let me know. At six o’clock the next morning
there is a knock on the door. It is the mother. ‘You’re
dirty,’ she says with a smile. ‘I was much cleaner when I
went to bed,’ I do not reply. ‘Your dirty,’ she repeats. ‘Ah,
my dirty,’ I exclaim, having twigged that she’s referring to
my rubbish. There is a collection truck in the yard. Local
residents in their dressing gowns with bucket in hand are
coming from all directions to stand in line and then tip their
refuse into the truck. In my dungarees, clogs and dark
glasses (I am suffering from conjunctivitis) I stick out a
mile in the queue. The next day there is a knock at the
door. A policeman has come to ask a few questions. I pass
the test.
When applying for this post I had imagined snow, the
strains of Prokofiev, blonde girls called Anastasiya, and the
Russian language. Here in Armenia it is warm, the soundtrack
is by Khachaturian, the girls are all dark-haired and have
names like Anahit. Armenian is the dominant language,
although everyone speaks Russian too. I am surrounded by
two languages that I do not know.
I am told that Mount Ararat is visible from Yerevan, but
my first few days are characterised by cloud. The English
department is on the fourth floor. There is a large window
there. It is a beautiful sunny day. I have a class early in the
morning and as I reach the top of the stairs I look out the
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restaurants and cafes. The roads have been repaired, and
are choc-a-bloc with cars. There are adverts everywhere.
The Soviet Union it definitely isn’t. Walking around is a
little bit like a dream sequence. I remember some buildings
and particularly the shape of streets. The body has a
memory and remembers walking in certain directions. As I
make my way along Mashtots Street I see that at the end
of it there is only sky. My heart beats a little faster as I
approach. And suddenly, there she is again. No need to ask
anyone for confirmation. I gasp. And look away in order to
look back.
Across the valley is the Ararat cognac factory. For me
this cognac is the taste of Armenia. Just a sip will take
me back to Yerevan, no matter where I am. It was also
allegedly Winston Churchill’s favourite tipple. During my
first stay in Yerevan I visit the factory and see how the
cognac is made. As I am leaving two of the workers take
me to one side and give me two bottles without labels. ‘This
is what we make for ourselves,’ they say.

With students at Yerevan State University in November 2019

R.Shindler

window. It is one of those rare moments in life where you
see something for the first time and know exactly what
it is. I do not have to ask anyone ‘Excuse me, is that by
any chance Ararat?’ Just the sight of it, let me rephrase
that, just the sight of her, gives me a jolt and makes me
gasp. And continues to do throughout the whole time I am
there. And I would look away in order to look back. And
gasp again. And every time I see her she looks different.
At times she appears closer, at others further away.
Sometimes covered in snow, or partly in cloud. On occasion
she is totally visible, naked in all her glory. Sometimes
her outline can just be made out in the haze. Often she
disappears completely for days on end. As is her right.
Bookshops in the Soviet Union are very important.
A visit to anyone’s flat, no matter how small, would see
at least one wall covered in books, very often the great
classics. When there is a new delivery of books tables
will sometimes be erected outside on the street to
avoid a crush inside the shop. In the December of 1983
I am walking down the Abovyan Street, one of the main
thoroughfares in Yerevan. Ahead of me I see a crowd of
people around tables outside a bookstore. Pushing my way
to the front I see piles of books. I look at the cover. 1984,
it says. For a moment I am astounded. Orwell has been
translated into Russian. Am I dreaming? With trembling
hands I pick up a copy and open it. The pages are blank. It
is a diary for the new year.
In the Soviet Union much is not as it seems.
Unemployment is non-existent. Even if that means three
people doing a job that one could do easily. But people very
often practise one profession, their official one, but are
even more talented at something else. Anahit, who teaches
with me in the English department is actually a wonderful
singer. Naira in the German department is a sculptor.
She asks me to pose for a sculpture, which is soon sitting
alongside the compulsory bust of Lenin and also one of
Beethoven. Only in the Soviet Union!
Fast forward to 2019 and I’m on my way again to
Yerevan. An early flight from Kraków, changing in Kyiv.
I sleep most of the way. I wake up just in time for our
descent into Zvartnots airport in Yerevan. I peer out of
the window and am greeted by a mountain. I gasp. If i could
put my hand out of the window I could almost touch her.
I do not have to ask the lady sitting next to me if it is by
any chance Ararat.
I arrive on Saturday and stay in the university
guest house. I have a three-minute walk to the English
department, where on Monday I will begin my workshops
with students. I have two days to reacquaint myself with
the city. I love to walk and get lost in any place I visit. Before
my trip my son gets me a smartphone with a steptracker.
In the course of a week I walk 120 kilometres around town.
Yerevan has changed almost out of recognition. The centre
of town is like any other European city centre, full of shops,

R.Shindler

Mount Ararat as seen from Yerevan

My classes
at the
university
are
With students
at Yerevan State
University
in November 2019

well-attended and a
good time is had by all. Especially me. The students are
attentive and keen to contribute. Their English is good,
and many of them study at least one other language to go
with the Armenian and Russian that they already know. It
is wonderful to be back. Maybe the British Council would
have sent me there anyway. However, I like to think they
chose Yerevan for me because I asked not to go there. If
so, I can only thank the poster on my wall in Liverpool.
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S. Waltoś

INTERNATIONAL NEGOTIATION
COMPETITION IN TOKYO

Sebastian Waltoś

Faculty of Law and Administration

B

L. Teply, S. Waltoś, F. Astil, M. Słota

ship around the port and admired the city panorama from the
viewpoints. In no time, it was sunset. So we went to our hotel to
groom for the last negotiation meeting.
Four party negotiations took place during the last morning.
Besides us, at our table there were representatives of New Zealand,
South Korea and Italy. After an extremely lively discussion, we
could call an agreement. Now we had to wait until the evening
for the announcement of the official results of the competition.
The awards dinner was held at the headquarters of the
sponsor: the Sumitomo Group, on the 42nd floor of a beautiful
skyscraper in the city centre. The winner of the International
Negotiation Competition was the Australian team. We were
happy to be in the top teams, and it should be mentioned that
it was the first time that a team representing Poland was placed
in this prestigious group. We received our diplomas from
Frank Astil, INC President, and Larry Teply, professor of law of
Creighton University.
Finally, after the banquet, our whole group celebrated the
success in a jazz club.
S. Waltoś

etween 5 and 9 July 2019, together with Marcin Słota I
had the pleasure to represent the Jagiellonian University
and Poland at the 22nd edition of the oldest and most
renowned negotiation competition for law students – the
International Negotiation Competition (INC). It is a law student
competition in which a team of two law students representing a
party/client negotiates either an international transaction or the
resolution of an international dispute with an opposing team of
two law students. It is held between late June and early July every
year. The competition is conducted only in English.
This year the competition took place in the capital of Japan
on the campus of Sophia University. INC started with an opening
ceremony and a short conference, after which we were invited
to a welcome dinner. However, before we began to taste the
specialties of the Japanese cuisine, each of the 28 teams had five
minutes for a short self-presentation. It is worth mentioning that
with the exception of two Japanese teams, each of the other teams
represented a separate country.
The next day, punctually at 1 p.m. (it is well known that the
Japanese are famous for their punctuality, the Tokyo subway is
late by six seconds throughout the year1) our first negotiation
meeting began. The opposing team were representatives of
Indonesia. Despite the very friendly atmosphere, there was a
competitive spirit.
The following day, we had the pleasure to negotiate with the
Norwegian team. These negotiations were also very demanding.
Our expectations were confirmed as to the great preparation of other
participants and to the highest quality of the organisation itself.
The next day, we had a day of rest and relax as the organisers
took us sightseeing Tokyo. It was also a great opportunity to
establish closer social relations with colleagues who came from
all over the world. We were invited to get on four buses and went
to the most famous places of Tokyo. We visited the magnificent
temples of Meiji Jingu and Senso-Ji, we admired the imperial
palace from the outside (unfortunately it was impossible to
enter it because it is almost inaccessible to tourists), we sailed by

1
https://www.polskieradio.pl/10/481/Artykul/1183321,Metro-marzen-jestjuz-w-Tokio
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On the way to the University Campus

C. Liske
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summer programmes
Cyprian Liske
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C. Liske

I

had the privilege to participate in
the English Law and Legal Methods,
International Summer Programme,
at the University of Cambridge, which
took place from 7 to 27 July 2019. My
participation was possible due to the
generous support of the Jeremi Króliczewski
Educational Trust and the Jagiellonian
University. After three weeks of full English
breakfast I gained at least a few additional
pounds, but due to the course I also greatly
An informal group photo before the Master’s House at Selwyn College
expanded my knowledge of a common law
system and gained a new perspective on
The University of Cambridge is formed from 31 colleges
civil law jurisdictions – it was worth it!
which retain a great deal of independence. Students of different
The course consisted of a series of plenary lectures on a
faculties study, eat, sleep and spend time in their colleges. As
variety of topics related to the English law, and of two seminars,
a result, the colleges are more internally integrated than the
which the participants were free to choose out of the six
faculties – it is more likely that I would find friends of a different
available. I decided on the seminars dedicated to constitutional
specialisation in my college than that I would befriend law
and administrative law as well as contract law since my recent
students from different, in many cases, distant colleges. Every
academic interest has been strongly directed towards issues
college has its own tradition and rules.
relating to Brexit.
During the ELLM programme I was accommodated at the
When it comes to contract law, it is probably the best field
Selwyn College Old Court which dates to 1882. Legal lectures
to track differences in philosophical principles and theoretical
are often case-based, which is not very surprising taking into
paradigms between common, judge-made law and civil, codified
consideration the precedent system of English law and a tendency
law. It is true that nowadays both systems are becoming closer,
of English academics to perform inductive reasoning. The quality
especially due to the influence of the EU laws and an increasing
of these lectures is outstanding not only when it comes to the
volume of statutory laws in the UK. Nevertheless, the differences
speakers’ knowledge but also to their delivery.
in the approach towards legal rules and in a way of ‘doing things’
Participating in the ELLM programme also gave me the
can be clearly seen in both types of jurisdiction.
opportunity to make new friends from all around the world.
Understanding the English lawyers’ way of thinking may
I have learned a lot about different cultures (including legal
certainly provide an added value to civil law jurisdiction even if
cultures since lawyers just cannot help themselves from speaking
in many cases the final outcome seems to be similar both for the
about law on every possible occasion). Additionally, I improved
continent and England. Methods of legal reasoning are obviously
my language skills.
different and probably will remain so for long, especially if the
Brexit process is completed.
The famous King’s College Chapel
Plenary lectures covered a variety of topics, including
constitutional and administrative law, precedent and
interpretation of statutes, common law tradition, the English
Magistracy, the law of obligations, land law, the law of trusts, civil
procedure, private international law, company law, commercial
law, family law, labour law and criminal procedure. More general
topics were addressed during evening talks prepared for the
participants of all the programmes and varied from lecturers
on the concept of immortality in the age of AI to an engaging
description of Alan Turing and his efforts to break the Enigma
machine (Polish code-breakers’ great input was also described).
The organisation of the University of Cambridge and the style
of lectures differ from what I have got used to at the Jagiellonian
University.

A. Sadowska

A. Sadowska

Aleksandra Sadowska
Institute of English Studies

M

y unforgettable adventure began on 7 July 2019 when
I arrived in Cambridge. I was staying in the Gonville
and Caius College – one of the oldest colleges of the
University of Cambridge. This magnificent building immediately
aroused my admiration not only because of the spellbinding
architecture but also because of the fact that the most prominent
figures in the field of science and humanities lived and studied
there.
I participated in the Literature Programme, taking four
classes: ‘Being human: Kazuo Ishiguro’s The Remains of the
Day and Never Let Me Go,’ ‘The 21st-century fiction and the
ghosts of Modernism,’ ‘Great short stories of the 20th century’
and ‘American nightmares: Nabokov’s Lolita and Roth’s The Plot
Against America.’ During the classes, we used the close reading
method in order to get a deeper understanding of the texts studied.
The lecturers encouraged us to actively participate in discussions,
to think critically and analyse topics from different points of view.
They were truly devoted to teaching and created a wonderful
atmosphere, which enhanced our studying. Exchanging personal
experiences and opinions in an international environment gave a
significant educational value to our discussions.
During the course, we attended a series of plenary lectures
dedicated to the topic of relationships. These lectures were
delivered by renowned lecturers of the University of Cambridge,
who supplemented the issues raised during our classes and
deepened our understanding of literary ideas. In the evenings,
we were encouraged to take part in non-mandatory talks that
addressed various topics and gave us new insight not only in
literature but also in other fields, such as anthropology, politics,
archaeology, natural philosophy, etc. For me, one of the most
inspiring talks was given by Sir Tony Brenton. It was titled Making
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a better world: the place of ‘values’ in foreign policy and focused
on both factors that influenced the policies of different countries
and the moral consequences of their actions. It was a stimulating
and enriching experience, especially that my research is related
to international relations.
Between and after the classes, I was able to explore the
city. Cambridge charmed me with its remarkable architecture,
wonderful atmosphere, friendliness of the inhabitants, and
its education-orientated attitude. I visited different colleges,
the Botanic Garden, churches (e.g. the Round Church, King’s
College Chapel and others), museums (the most remarkable was
the Fitzwilliam Museum), and of course, I tried punting.
I spent a lot of time in the Gonville and Caius Library, the
English Faculty Library and the astonishing University Library
whose resources, as a student of the International Summer
Programmes, I could use. Moreover, I had the opportunity
to take part in workshops on Cypriot art and artefact, during
which I learned important facts about the history of artefacts
from the Fitzwilliam Museum and was able to examine several
of them. Another event I attended was a conference on artificial
intelligence organised by the Cambridge Digital Humanities.
There were integration meetings, including the Garden
Party at St John’s College, Ceilidh and a piano recital. So I had
the occasion not only to participate in interesting events but also
to meet people from various countries and of all ages. I made
friends with students from the University of Cambridge and with
the participants attending the Summer Programmes. We spent a
lot of time together. I am still in touch with them.
My stay in Cambridge was undoubtedly one of the most
educational and rewarding experiences in all my life. I have
developed new friendships, gained knowledge and a broader
perspective which certainly will help me in my further academic
research. I have greatly benefited from this scholarship and hope
to come back to Cambridge one day.
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A. Sadowska, Kristen from South Africa and Lindsay from China

A. Sadowska

Magdalena Dobrowolska
Faculty of Polish Studies

I

participated in the Interdisciplinary Summer Programme
organised by the University of Cambridge from 21 July
to 3 August 2019. I chose this programme because of its
interdisciplinary character and a wide range of interesting
topics that it covered.
Within this programme I chose three courses: ‘Medieval
science: the not-so-Dark Ages?’ and two philosophical
courses: ‘The nature of knowledge’ and ‘Great Modern
Philosophers.’
All the courses were very inspiring and allowed me to
learn many new things. The course on Medieval Science
conducted by Dr Seb Falk was very interesting because of
the practical approach of the lecturer. During the classes
we analysed authentic medieval texts and even had the
opportunity to learn how to use medieval instruments, for
example an astrolabe.
The other two courses ‘The nature of knowledge’ and
‘Great Modern Philosophers’ were taught by Dr Karim Esmail.
I will always remember these courses as remarkably valuable
and inspiring, thanks to Dr Karim Esmail who encouraged
all the participants to analyse and discuss the philosophical
problems we encountered during the lectures. He dedicated
a lot of time to answering all our questions and clarifying the
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issues that seemed particularly complex. The possibility to
express views and opinions inspired the participants to engage
in long and interesting discussions, which we often continued
outside the classroom during the lunch break.
Studying at Cambridge was not only highly inspiring but
also very intensive. In addition to the main courses, the series
of morning plenary lectures formed an important part of
each programme. The main theme of the plenary lectures in
my Interdisciplinary Programme was ‘Intelligence,’ covering
a wide range of topics and disciplines, such as artificial
intelligence, its history and impact on our lives, the evolution
of intelligence or emotional intelligence.
Every evening the participants of all the programmes
could attend talks on diverse topics, including architecture,
art, mathematics, history and film. The talks were great
occasions to listen to the world’s leading specialists discussing
topics that were not directly related to our main programme.
In addition, the University of Cambridge organised many
cultural events. I was deeply moved by a choral concert given
in a college chapel.
To sum up, my stay at the University of Cambridge was one
of the most valuable experiences I have had in my student life.
Listening to the lectures delivered by world-class specialists
as well as getting to know the points of view of students from
the world top universities certainly helped me broaden my
horizons as well as develop new skills and scientific interests.
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A research visit to

Lomonosov Moscow State University

Łukasz Byrski

Institute of Religious Studies
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y journey to Moscow started with an adventure. The
delayed arrival of the aircraft at the Warsaw Frederic
Chopin Airport was compensated by the Russian
carrier Aeroflot with free meals while I used the waiting time to
prepare a presentation for the upcoming conference. Finally, my
Sukhoi Superjet-100 plane – named after the famous Balkar poet
Kajsyn Kulijew (1917-1985) – arrived and took me to the Russian
capitol.
As usual everything else was taken care of by the organisers
of the event – from the person waiting for me to help me check
in at the university hotel or with any requests I might have, like
getting permission to take photos of the objects held in storage of
the Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts.
However, the most important thing was to present my
paper titled Communication Between the Dead and the Living
on Medieval Balkan Monumental Tombstones at the 26th
International Scientific Conference of Students, Postgraduates
and Young Scientists ‘Lomonosov,’ which took place at the
Lomonosov Moscow State University (MSU) on 8-12 April 2019.
Moscow State University was the first Russian university founded
in 1755 on the initiative of Mikhail Lomonosov, an outstanding
Russian scientist of encyclopaedic knowledge.
The conference included 38 sections with 400 subsections
reflecting all scientific disciplines (e.g. my section was ‘History
and History of Art’ and the subsection ‘Archaeology and
Ethnology’). Altogether 35 countries were represented at
the Moscow conference, both from the Commonwealth of
Independent States and from other countries, including Egypt,
Ethiopia, Turkey, Iran, Pakistan, India, Cambodia, China, Japan
and Germany. My paper was the result of my research in Serbia,
Bosnia-Herzegovina and Croatia.
This year’s conference was of special importance as one of its
accompanying events was the International Congress of Young

Scientists, which followed the creation of the International
League of Young Scientists (ILYS). This idea was first suggested
by the Rector of the Lomonosov Moscow State University Prof.
Viktor Antonovich Sadovnichiy at the 19th World Festival of
Youth and Students in Sochi in October 2017. The next year,
on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the ‘Lomonosov’
conference of young scholars, a round table was organised
marking the launch of ILYS – an important scientific network
with the purpose of helping young scientists communicate and
share their ideas as well as promoting innovative projects. This
will be done through a platform based on the Lomonosov portal
(https://lomonosov-msu.ru) but also by organising meetings and
conferences all over the world.
The International Congress of Young Scientists in Moscow
was the first event of the International League of Young
Scientists. As a participant from abroad I was briefly interviewed
by the University TV about my paper and my impressions of the
event and Moscow. Moreover, I was asked to give a short speech
to sum up the first day of the congress but give some remarks
during the closing session, which was combined with the Rector’s
Awards ceremony. I spoke after the representatives of Turkey and
Germany, and in turn was followed by speeches of the Japanese
and Cambodian delegations.
It is worth adding that our accommodation and meals were
in the main university building (the tallest university building
in the world). The cultural programme of the congress consisted
of a concert of the Symphonic Orchestra and Academic Choir
of Moscow State University and a performance by the Teatr
Starinnoy Muziki (Theatre of Old Music) of the Russian version
of Arthur Sullivan’s comic opera ‘The Pirates of Penzance, or, The
Slave of Duty’ (as part of the Year of British Music in Russia) in
the Cultural Centre of MSU.
My visit was financially supported by the JU Association
of PhD Students. I believe that this event was an important
development in the sphere of academic co-operation between
junior scholars at international level and in a way, proceeded
the signing of a bilateral co-operation agreement between the
Jagiellonian University and the Lomonosov State University on 25
April 2019. I would like to express my gratitude to my dear friends
– organisers of the congress: Andrey Andrianov from the Union
of Russian Students’ Organisations, Ekaterina Zimakova, VicePresident, and Ekaterina Grichko from the MSU Students’ Union
as well as Milena Dementyeva from the University TV for all their
hard work related to this wonderful event and for all their kindness.
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phone: +48 12 664-4200
e-mail: cittru@uj.edu.pl
www.cittru.uj.edu.pl

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OFFICE
Czapskich 4, 31-110 Kraków, Poland
ground floor, rooms 11-13, 24-26
phone: +48 12663-1110, fax: +48 12422-1757 www.dwm.uj.edu.pl

Dorota MACIEJOWSKA, MA – Head of IRO and Liaison officer
Administration and management of IRO, partnerships and networks
Providing international opportunities for JU staff
Preparing internal regulations; reports on JU international co-operation
phone: +48 12663-1110, e-mail: dorota.maciejowska@uj.edu.pl

INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION SECTION
Izabela ZAWISKA, PhD – Liaison officer and Head of the Section
Erasmus+ agreements and staff mobility; reports; Utrecht Network
phone: +48 12663-3013, e-mail: izabela.zawiska@uj.edu.pl

Adriana HOŁUB-PALONKA, MA – Liaison officer
Agreements of academic co-operation with Asia
Bilateral exchange with China, Georgia, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan
phone: +48 12663-3015, e-mail: adriana.holub-palonka@uj.edu.pl
Maria KANTOR, PhD – Liaison officer
Agreements of academic co-operation with Europe
Bilateral exchange with Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czechia, Finland, Germany, Hungary,
Italy, Russia, Slovakia, Ukraine, the United Kingdom; editor of Newsletter
phone: +48 12663-3014, e-mail: maria.kantor@uj.edu.pl
Carlos PANEK SOARES de ARAUJO, MA – Liaison officer
Agreements of academic co-operation with North and South America, Australia, Africa
Bilateral exchange with Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador,
Egypt, Mexico, Peru, South Africa, the USA; Governmental offers
phone: +48 12663-3044, e-mail: carlos.panek@uj.edu.pl
Barbara CHMIELOWSKA, MA – Liaison officer
Institutional lead of The Guild; JU International Visitors’ Office; reports on JU visitors
phone: +48 12 663-3850, e-mail: barbara.chmielowska@uj.edu.pl
Ewa POSPIESZAŁOWSKA, MA – Liaison officer
JU International Visitors’ Office; IRO’s Facebook, mobility projects
phone: +48 12 663-3836, e-mail: ewa.pospieszalowska@uj.edu.pl
Izabela KRAJEWSKA, MA – Liaison officer
universities networks, social media, mobility projects
phone: +48 12 228-3832, e-mail: i.krajewska@uj.edu.pl
Hanna GEMZA, MA – Liaison officer
universities networks, UNA Europa Alliance
phone: +48 12 663-3016, e-mail: h.gemza@uj.edu.pl

OUTGOING MOBILITY SECTION

Katarzyna DZIWIREK, MA – Deputy head and administration officer
phone: +48 12663-1229, e-mail: katarzyna.dziwirek@uj.edu.pl
Administrative and financial assistance to JU staff and students
Agnieszka GZYL – Administration officer
phone: +48 12663-3036, e-mail: agnieszka.gzyl@uj.edu.pl
Natalia KLAG, BA – Administration officer
phone: +48 12663-3018, e-mail: natalia.klag@uj.edu.pl
Joanna KLIŚ, MA – Administration officer
phone: +48 12663-1475, e-mail: joanna.klis@uj.edu.pl
Iwona SADOWSKA, MSc – Administration officer
phone: +48 12663-1273, e-mail: i.sadowska@uj.edu.pl
Dorota SŁOWIK, MA – Administration officer
phone: +48 12663-1104, e-mail: dorota.slowik@uj.edu.pl

The Jagiellonian University is involved in various international co-operation
activities, including research and educational projects, faculty and student exchange
within bilateral agreements, Erasmus+ and SYLFF, summer schools, networks,
innovation and technology transfer as well as different scholarship schemes.
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RESEARCH

Małopolska Centre of Biotechnology (MBC)

comprising 7 research centres and 2 laboratories:
• Max Planck Society • Le Centre national de la recherche scientifique

National Synchrotron Radiation Centre SOLARIS
Jagiellonian Centre for Experimental Therapeutics
Jagiellonian Centre of Innovation; Life Science Park
1,734 research projects, including 123 international
projects in 2018

360 bilateral agreements
with 310 universities in 69 countries
(170 university level; 105 faculty level;
50 institute level; 35 Collegium Medicum)
1,770 Erasmus+ KA 103 with 580 universities, 32 countries,
and 38 KA 107 with 38 universities, 23 countries

COIMBRA Group
UTRECHT Network
THe GUILD of European
Research-Intensive Universities
UNA Europa Alliance
European University Association
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South America

Australia
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INTERNATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT

3,961

JU bilateral agreements
university level

university level

international students
over 90 nationalities
– 14% of all JU students

TOP 10:
1. Ukrainian 1,385
2. Norwegian 408
3. Belarussian 238
4. Spanish
181
5. German
153
6. American
139
7. Italian
130
8. Turkish
106
9. French
96
10. China
89
		

69

countries

170
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East-European University Network
EUROPAEUM
Unitown
SYLFF Institutions’ Network
Erasmus Student Network
European Students Forum (AEGEE)
European Law Students’ Association

NETWORKS

152

32

partner
universities

Visiting Professors’ Office: information, advice, support
125 visiting professors in 2014-2018
46 visiting professors in 2019
42 applications accepted for 2020
133 foreign academic teachers from 35 countries
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PARTNERSHIPS

310

VISITING PROFESSORSHIP
& INTERNATIONAL TEACHERS

Data as of 25.11.2019

www.uj.edu.pl

USOS data as of 25.11.2019
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university level

EDUCATION

31,339 undergraduate & graduate students
2,443 doctoral students
111
132
10
45
34
346
327
25
27

Bachelor’s programmes
Master’s programmes
long-cycle programmes (5 years)
PhD programmes
English-taught programmes
(6 undergraduate, 22 graduate,
6 PhD programmes)
doctorates awarded in 2018
student research societies
sports sections
student organizations

faculty level

institute level

Collegium Medicum

STAFF & STUDENT MOBILITY
Erasmus+ staff mobility in 2018/19
– 309 outgoings (KA 103 & KA 107)
Erasmus+ student mobility in 2018/19
– 820 outgoings
– 943 incomings
Bilateral staff and student exchange in 2018/19
– 132 outgoings
– 179 incomings
Erasmus+ and governmental student
exchange in 2018/19
– 866 outgoings
– 1,165 incomings

